
THE DEMES OF ERETRIA 
(PLATE XXII) 

ID URING the greater part of classical antiquity Eretria was the most important 
city of Euboea,1 and for a considerable period she was the capital of a territory 

which comprised the whole southern half of the island except for the small plain of 
Karystos at its tip.2 There is a considerable number of inscriptions which list the 
names of Eretrians of the late fourth and early third centuries B.C. Why they were 
set up is usually not clear, but it is interesting in any case to know the names of about 
3,000 nearly contemporary Eretrians, and for our present purpose it is fortunate 
that at Eretria, as at Athens, the name of his deme was part of the formal style of 
the citizen. 

Some fifty of the Eretrian demes are known by name (often only in an abbre- 
viated form); there were doubtless more of them,-indeed our knowledge of several 
depends on a single inscription, and the last important citizen-list to be found pro- 
vided two new deme-names,-but it seems probable that the names of all the larger 
ones are among those that have come down to us. No study of the problems connected 
with these demes has appeared since Ziebarth, who edited the Euboean fascicle' of 
I.G., XII, devoted about two pages of his Notae to a collection of what was then 
known of them, and to a discussion of their location. The new inscriptions published 
in the Supplement to I.G., XII, and a new interpretation of I.G., XII, 9, 241, make 
it worth while to re-examine the whole question.4 

The demes, with the approximate number of citizens known from each, and the 
number of men from each to appear in the longer citizen-lists, are set forth in the 
following table. 

1 Chalkis has generally been considered the more important of the two cities (e. g., by Strabo, 
446 ff.). This is not the place to consider the question in detail, especially where it concerns the 
problematical 8th and 7th centuries, but it may be pointed out in passing that Eretria's territory 
was probably larger (certainly more small towns and villages were dependent on her than on 
Chalkis), her sixth century coins are more numerous, she paid a larger tribute to Athens after 
425 B.C., and it is clear from the numismatic evidence that she was the leading state in the Euboean 
League which lasted intermittently from 411/10 B.C. until Roman times. Chalkis suffered a heavy 
defeat at the hands of the Athenians in 506 B.C., and was subsequently occupied by a large cleruchy; 
her importance as one of the " fetters of Greece" in Macedonian and Roman times was primarily 
strategic-like that of Acrocorinth. For views at Eretria see Plate XXII. 

2 The extent of Eretrian territory, at least during the fifty years on either side of 300 B.C., 

is fortunately fairly clear. To the south Styra belonged to Eretria (the theory that the deme of 
this name was homonymous with but distinct from the town is rejected below under :'Tvlpa); so did 
Zarex, Dystos, Tamynai, Grynchai, and Mt. Kotylaion, the position of all of which is fairly 
accurately known (for detailed discussion see below under the names of these demes). What is 
in doubt is how far north and west Eretria's territory extended-whether or not, in short, it included 
Kyme, and whether it reached the River Lelas. The answer must probably wait on future excavation. 

Fascicle 9, published in 1916; the Supplemtent to I.G., XII, which appeared in 1939, contains 
no further topographical discussion. 

4A preliminary draft of this paper was read to the Archaeological Institute at its annual 
meeting in December, 1941. 
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TABLE OF THE ERETRIAN DEMES 

I.G., XII, 9 numbers and approximate dates of the 

Number of larger citizen-lists 
' 

Other inscriptions 
known 191 241 Supp.555 245 244 246 249 in which the 

Name 6 demesmen 330-10 320-08 304-00 ? 300 c.280 280-75 280-75 deme appears 

AiycaX. 35+.... 1 .....2? . .... ...... ...... ....... 30 . ..... ...... 241 (1), 

243 (2), 
[.G., 112, 230.8 

et A1IyXebeIpjs 8 ..... 3 . . . . . . . ........... ...... 1 .1.... ...... ...... For 249 B 220-240, 

see p. 134. 
'AXt?Oez. 1.. . . . ...... ...... ...... .... . . ...... ....-.. ..... . 532 (1). 
'AAappvpOos 9 ...... ...... ...... ...... 1 ...... . . . . . . . .... ...... 247 (8), 188, 

1.G., 112, 230. 

et 'Ao. 23+.... 1 .... 12 ....-....... . ...... ..3.... ...... . ..... 240 (1),242 (6+). 

'A?capeOOev 149+.... 13+.... 2 ....-....... . ...... ...... 127 . ..... ...... 210 (1),243 (6). 

These seven lists carry the names of about 2,300 Eretrians; the largest is 245 (about 860 
names), the smallest are 241 and 244 (each about 60 names). 

The most firmly datable of them is 245. The lettering of this inscription suggests a date about 
300 B.C. (See 'Apx. TEO., 1911, pl. 2. Ziebarth would date it a few years later: "saec. iii ineuntis"). 
The orator of the proxeny decree I.G., XII, 9, 200, 'ApXE'Xaos 'P [-tya'xov Oivo'qOE?] is probably the 
'ApXE'Xaos 'P-Lt[tXov Otvo of 245 A 49 (see note on Otvo. below): the proxeny decree is dated by its 
letter forms to about 300 B.C. (SO Ziebarth-I have no squeeze or photograph). The orator of the 
proxeny decree I.G., XII, 9, 218, which also may be dated by its letter forms to about 300 B.C. 

(Ziebarth says " prioris partis saec. iii," but it is clear from my squeezes that the lettering is very 
similar to that of I.G., XII, 9, 210 which certainly dates in or very near 302/1 B.C), is AIUXtva8LqrJ 
ropyhwvos who also appears in 245 A 278. The polemarch 'I1atLyE'vr AtrXvAXov of I.G., XII, 9, 192, 
which is firmly dated to 308/7 B.C., reappears in 245 B 414. 'Aptbrrapxos To'XXov Zap. (245 B 201) 
is probably the father of the ephebe To'XXoA 'AptcapXov Ava. of 240 line 5-an inscription firmly 
dated to 308-304 B.C.-in spite of the different demotic (whether this is a mistake of the stone- 
cutter's or whether, more probably, there is some other explanation: there are about 1 1 reappearances 
of the same name in different demes at Eretria, and some 25 instances of reversed names-" father 
and son"-in different demes as against about 120 cases of " father and son" in the same deme). 
Finally, 245 cannot be much later than 241, which Ziebarth dates " saec. iv exeuntis," for the two 
inscriptions have 5 coincidences (same name, father's name, and deme) and either two or three 
exanmples of reversed names-i. e., sons in 245 of soldiers who appear in 241; 245, then, must date 
very closely + 300 B.C. 

I.G., XII, Supp. 555, a list of ephebes, must be a little earlier, for two of the ephebes reappear 
as men in 245 which also contains six of their fathers. 241 is probably earlier still-" saec. iv 
exeuntis": Ziebarth. 

191 may be dated + 320 B.C. on its lettering, but should not be much earlier than 240 (308- 
304 B.C.) because Mavv48r7s Avm. (191 B 18) and 'A,u4aAKos Avr. (191 B 32) are probably the 
MaVTt'8Y XOPOVt'Kov Avc. and 'A,upaXKoS 'HpaturTt'WvoS Ava. of 240, lines 17 and 18: there are no other 
occurrences at Eretria of these two unusual names. (191 has usually been dated-by Stavropoulos, 
Holleaux, Bechtel, etc.-after the Lamian War, but on the erroneous theory that Styra did not 
until then belong to Eretria: see below under rTv'pa.) 
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TABLE OF THE ERETRIAN DEMES-(Continued) 
Number of Other inscriptions 

known 191 241 Supp.555 245 244 246 249 in which the 
Name demesmen 330-10 320-08 304-00 + 300 c.280 280-75 280-75 deme appears 

Bov&o6oev c. 111 ...... 7+ ..... -. 101 ...... 240 (1 ?),9 

248 (2or3). 
rpv'yXat c.85 ... 5 .... 1? .........-.. 2 .... 1.... 46 .25-71? ..... 213 (1?),1 

224 (1?), 
243 (2), 
247 (1). 

Atu',gap6Oev 109 .. .... - .... 20 .... 86 . - .... 2. 
Avoros c.71 .. c.63 ...... 3 ...... .. 1 ...... .. 1 . -. 240 (3+). 
'E,ye. 1 1....1 ...... .-..... ...... -... ...... . ...... ...... 
'E,yw. 34 - - ....... ..... 1. 32. --. 243 (1).12 

et'Evc. 17 - - ....-.. 16. 1...... .... ...... 
'Ea. 7 ... 2 ...... ..... 5 - .... ...... 

Zdpqt 288 ..37. 3 . 24 . 224 ...... ..-....-............ I.G., II2,230 (1-2). 
lIurtata 149 ...... 13 .. 2 ... . 11. 2. 120 .. 214 (1), 

240 (1). 
KapK'vao0601 2 - ......-.. 2 - ...... ...-. 

Ko'rvXatov 15 ......-. ...... 15. 
dro KvX. 59 .. ....-. 1 - ...... ...- .... 57 ...... .. 240 (1). 
Kwz,atds 60 - ......-.. ...... ...... 58. 
Aa'KEOEV 117(97?) -. ...... -... ...... ... 8 . 1 . 102(82?) 240 (2), 

248 (3-5). 

246 and 249 belong about a generation before the time, between 245 B.C. and 236 B.C., when 
>wyc'vvjs A-qjuovowov 'Eperptcvg and YTrVjapXos EviOtXtiTov 'EpErptEv's were proxenoi of the Aitolians (see 
I.G., IX2, I, 1, 25, lines 15 and 19), for the fathers of these men appear in 246 B 61 and 249 B 419. 
246 must be earlier than ca. 272 when Menedemos (246 B 66) left Eretria (see K. von Fritz on 
"Menedemos" in Pauly-Wissowa, R.E., XV, 788-794). IlEltevs Oivdpyov a7ro Kv. (246 A 87) is 
probably the grandson of the man of the same name in 241 line 92. Xacptir&Mos 'AVTit-AOV HIETp. 

(246 B 120) is undoubtedly the ephebe of 240 line 6 (308-304 B.C.). Altogether the most suitable 
date for 246 appears to be 280-75 B.C. In 249 the ephebe Krvptag K r'uwvog (B 80) has the same 
name as the soldier of 241 line 47 who is probably his grandfather; KXEoXap?js KXtswvos Tap. (249 
B 260) is probably the son of KXcwv KXEoxa[pov Ta,u.] 241 line 94, while 'Ovqpt/%os 'A/vvav8pov BovS. 
of 249 B 167 must somehow be the same man as the ephebe 'Ov pt,qo 'A,tvva&vpov AaK. of 240 line 24, 
in spite of the difference in the demotics (see also note 51). Thus we arrive at similar dates for 
249 and 246. 244 has probable coincidences with both 245 and 249; from the character of the 
script it is nearer in date to the latter. 

6 Where the actual name is known it is given; otherwise the demotic form is given, either in 
full or in the longest abbreviation found. 

7 See note on I.G., XII, 9, 241, line 79 (below, p. 123). 
8 See note on A'yaX[iOEv?] below, p. 133. 
9 See note on Bov8to'&Ev below, p. 134. 
10 See note on llapOE'vtov below, p. 145. 
1 See note on rpv'yxat below, p. 135. 
12 See note 62. 
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TABLE OF THE ERETRIAN DEMES-(Continued) 
Number of Other inscriptions 

known 191 241 SuN'. 555 245 244 246 249 in which the 
Name demesmen 330-10 320-08 304-00 ?~ 300 c. 280 280-75 280-75 deme appears 

Mt'Oovv'r6O0ev 30....9 ....2.... ... ..... . 5... .. ...13 ....[.G., JJ2 230 (1). 
E'y Mv. 8....-...... .... . 1..... ....7.... ... 
dy Ne. 78.... 1....2.. -.. ....73.. -.. ....1... .. ...240 (1). 
,Zevta&o'V 2..... .. .. ....2... -..-... .. -.. ... ... 

Ohio. 56... ...... . -.. ....55 ....-...P.1. -.. ...200 (1). 
OlXaz. 5..... ...2.........3 ....-..-........ 

If ava. 1 2.... 8... ...... ...- ........ -.. ...240(1), 

247 (3). 
11eV. 1....1........... ..... .... . . -.. ... ... 

TIco. 1....1 ..-........-..-.....-........ 

H1epacis 51... -.. ...1-2.. -.. ....22.... 1....11 ....12 ....243 (1), 
247 (3).1 

11erp~~~~. ~51.... ... .... ........-. . 1.. ..49... -.. ...240 (1). 
EK 1Xca. 1....-...... . .. . -..-... ....1.... ... 

ll[re'xazt 5....2 ....2... ... ... ...- ..... . -.. ...221 (1). 
'Paq5tei'Oev 69.... ..... 1 ....2....66 ....-.. -.. ... ... 

lr,q 9....1? ... 8... ... ... ...- ..... . -..T....G.,1J2 , 230 (1 ?). 
2;r vp a 199.... 70.. ..6 . .. ....85.... 1.. ..32 . .. ....247 (4), 

I.G.,1J2 , 230 (1). 
Td,gvvat 101... -.. ...3.... ... ......1 0... -.. ...83 ....248(4), 

240 (1). 
Te,g ... .... ... .. 1 . ..... . -.. ... ... 

T,qXet8&^V (&KTn.) 41.... ..... 1.... 1....39.... ....... . -.. ...218 (1-without 
demotic). 

,4DaXX&ptot 96.... ........ . 1....94..... ....1.... ... 

1....7....-. -.. ....2.... ....... . -.. ....247 (2). 
EK4'flpat. 3....1 .. -......-.... . -.. ....1... .. ...240 (1). 
'(DXEEZS 96 ... .-. .. ....16 ....67.... ....... . -.. ...250 (1). 

Xotpeau 4....1.. -.... -..-... ...... ... . -.. ...222 (1), 
240 (1), 
ILG., 12230 (1). 

EK Xvr. 17.... .....1..... ....1.. -.. ....14... -.. ...I.G.,112,230 (1). 

4 '(ov. 3... ..-...... ... ...... . ..2.. -.. ...243 (1). 

'O2pw7ros 97... -.. ...3.... ... ..... . 9....1....77 ....248(7). 

TOTALS 2,398 240 62 68 844 50 422 610 aboutl100 

13 In I.G., XII, 9, 247, line 2 appears as REO'8oTog [r]va[G]wvo[3 lEpa.]. The last pair of 
brackets here is presumably a slip-Kourouniotes does not print them ('ApX. 'E+., 1911, p. 21, 
where the line is unfortunately not legible in his photograph), and it would not have been possible 
to restore the demotic if the end of the line had been completely missing. 
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THE CERTAIN DEMES 

The demes the position of which is established beyond reasonable doubt by modern 
survivals of both names and remains are only three in number-Dystos, Zarex, and 
Styra. Five more may, however, be located with practical certainty: 

Amarynthos, where there was a great Eretrian temple of Artemis, was 
certainly in the Eretrian plain a few miles east of the city, although the exact 
position is in doubt. 

Grynchai may be placed with some assurance on the eastern promontory 
of the 'EperptK74. 

Kotylaion must have been on the slopes of Mt. Kotylaion the position 
of which is known from Aeschines, III, 86. 

Tamynai is certainly to be placed in the neighborhood of Aliveri and 
Aulonari. 

Ptechai is known from I.G., XII, 9, 191 to have contained the great 
marsh immediately east of Eretria. 

For detailed discussion of the position of these demes, see the last section of this paper. 

THE FIVE DISTRICTS 

I.G., XII, 9, 241 is a list of soldiers inscribed late in the fourth century, with 
the deme to which each man belonged recorded after his name; 14 it is important for 

14 There is a number of third-century Boeotian inscriptions, lists of hoplites, peltaphoroi, etc., 
which it is interesting to compare with this Eretrian list: they are perhaps most conveniently 
available in Michel, Recueil d'insc. gr., nos. 621-639. 

A much closer parallel to I.G., XII, 9, 241 is the Corinthian inscription first published by Meritt 
(Corinth, VIII, 1, no. 11), and recently discussed by Dow (Harv. St. in Cl. Phil., LIII, 1942, 
pp. 89-106). Like 241 this is a list of names divided into groups which are each subdivided into 
two sections, and as in 241 spaces are left between the groups-in this inscription certainly, and 
in 241 probably, for later additions. The rubrics in the Corinthian inscription were, as Dow has 
shown, XI-E, JI-Il; AE-E, AE-II; KY-E, KY-Il. Whether XJ, AE, and KY are local headings 
(on the Eretrian analogy) or abbreviations of tribal names (as Dow maintains, but see his footnote 
16 where he mentions as a possibility that they stand for AE'(Xatov), 4t(8oovk) and Kv(-?)), it seems 
reasonable to suppose that E and II stand for heavy and light-armed troops, perhaps for E7rLX0EK7-t 

and 7rEkTaaTato. (There were f7r'tXEKrot at Athens in the late 4th and 3rd centuries, organized by 
tribes and commanded by taxiarchs-see 'ApX. AEXr., VIII, 1923, pp. 89-96 and Hesperia, IV, 1935, 
no. 5. The 300 E7rtXEKTOt of Phlious who defended the city against Agesilaos in 379 may have been 
chosen for the occasion; but E7rt'XEK0t was the regular name of the elite troops of the Achaean 
League-3,000 foot and 300 horse according to Polybios, II, 65, 3-who dedicated a statue of their 
commander at Olympia in the third century-Inschr. von Olympia 297. 'ErtXEKrot are known also 
in Boeotia-these are discussed by Pappadakis in 'Apx. AEXr., VIII, 1923, p. 234-and the Argive 
and Elean koyac8e and the Arkadian bra'prot are similar bodies under slightly different names: Busolt 
has collected the references in Gr. Staatskunde, 3rd ed., p. 582, note 2. Corinth may well have given 
the name to her best troops.) 
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our present purpose because it divides the demes into groups which are obviotusly 
geographical. Unfortunately the stele is broken at the bottom, and the letters are 
in many places illegible. The stone has been exposed to the weather for half a century 
since Kourouniotes worked on it, and it is accordingly not surprising that in a few 
places-notably in the central part of the third column of names-it appears to have 
become somewhat less legible than it was in 1897. In a few other places it has been 
possible to correct Ziebarth's readings. It was necessary in any case to renumber the 
lines as Ziebarth inadvertently omitted to count his own first line, and somewhat 
anomalously numbered the heading in column 3; it also seemed worth while in this 
case to number blank lines, thus indicating the amount of space left uninscribed. 

The following text is based on two squeezes which Professor Homer Thompson 
made for me in Eretria on June 16, 1946. 

I.G., XII, 9, 241 

1 - ?29 ?-E - 5-] 
2 r- ? 23--------------- KAI Z]TNAPX[ON vv] 

- - - - - - '- irr at] 

5 [- - - - - - - - - - _ - ] 

- [- - - - - - - - - - - - -- 

[-] 
- 

[ 
------- -I 

10 [---]----------- 
[-] 
[-] 
[- - - - - - - - - - - - -]a 
[ ---]--- e 'Ac'. 

15 [-- -- ---- - - --] ov Ala. 
[-]--- -- - - -vos e 'Aoa. 
[-------] s TetawKpaTov e 'Ac'. 

[-5 or 6 - r] vdaGwpos 6 'Aa. 
[4 or 5] veros IlvGt7r7rov e 'Aoa. 

20 [Atl] ofavs Ttjowvov e ['A]a'. 
'Apo-roreX7os 'EriXap,43ov e 'E]qa. 

'AwroXX6&opos AvpavIov eK Xv. 

4IAt~Xos Kparwpos et 'Aa. 
[---] X 'HpaKXe!30v e 'Aoa. 

25 Mv[77'iJ o'-rparos 'HpaKXd30v et 'Ac. 
'AVLpOKXS 'ApIo-TrwVos e 'Aa. 
'AptC'Tro46v 'AptorTwpos et 'Aa. 
r'Atav,ros flpwrtwvos e 'Aa. 

vacat 
30 vacat 

vacat 

39 [- ] 
[- - - h r - - - 

[-3------ A-vo 
[ - -oa]rpaTrov Tr. 

[-v ] p nOV V. 

[-]Z- -] apOv 2TV. 
45 [ ? ] OS IIOXVe6KTOV MAI. 

[---]pos 'J?LtXpxov MtvGo. 

[M] iKVXOS 'T7rcpoXI&ov o'Trt. 

. ?avoKptros 'Aptoro(gvov Za. 

EMp-qAos Aqd7r7rov Zapq. 
50 'ApXtrros KXeOT'AoV Avo'. 

Aetioeos Ae~tvov ZTV. 

vacat 
vacat 

*txol 
55 'Iepc&v/vos 'ApXei3tov Avo-. 

[---]J"vos sZvpo. 

Eu[. ] q-TpaTrOS [A] jorX[oU --] 
'E 7rzv eys 'APrtKpIro Zap. 

I(aXXtLap'irs HetGapx( -- -] 
60 IloXv"wpoS MoXe'ov io-rt. 

vacat 
vacat 

Me'oxc&pov O7rXZrat 

'AAq5t'yg-s 'Ao5t8Aov Z7rX. 
65 Mqrp6OOwpos 'Aptoro6aXov Z7r. 

EViEyTIWP Oco&rov Mlre. 
EieTrpt'6qs lIapa,u6oov Ir. 

78 ZdWo'rparos Z,WKXe[OVS - - -] 
EUXO(oV Tt,qf'to[V -- -- 

80 Oeo'evos Aqfoo'Trpa'trov Ai[,y.] 
Xatptwc&,s 'Ap [o-r] eiov Ta,v 
'Awrirarpos 'Hpq:Xd&ov I [-] 

AIp [l] aKos A,ywv [o] s TPaq5. 
8 rrOK5314S A5OUOVIKOV Qa[Pc.] 

85 vacat 
vacat 

*ItXoi 
KXe'avopos KXew[8] wcpov Ta. 
'EXE[KP&Tn S NWiKpa6rOV 'Qpw. 

90 [Kwp .,yas )tX. PIXov] 'Qpw. 
X [aotpefo-rparos Xa - ] 
'A.e&eOi]%O[sApy - - -O- --] 

'Ap? ~ 'Apt ? 
[KXEwv KX] oXa [ ?- -?- - - - 

95 ['ApXys] 'A[p] Xe [qt -- - -] 

[HoXv . vqs foXv- 

[II] J6[v]s [Tt]. opxpov fl- -] 

[H ....KO....OV - - - ] 

[(t ... T - - - - - - - - - - 

100 [A ?------------] 

[- + 6 -]s -ap- vos [- - --] 

[ ? I 6 .oy 9 [v] 
vacat 

105 vacat 
vacat 

If this suggestion is acceptable, and the inscription is really closely similar to 241, its analogy 
makes it probable that the blank spaces in 241 were left for the inscription of additional names. 
It is curious that more space should have been left for additions to District I than to the others- 
perhaps the stonecutter discovered after finishing column I that he must leave smaller blanks if he 
was to get all the names on the stone. 
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vacat 
vacat 
vacat 

35 [*] tXOI 
-- --] 'ErtXapPI4ov e' T'E. 

[? - -iP. V 

L- - - - 'O7r1Xrca] 

NLK6XaOS B6KXOV 27rX77. 

o6q5cavwros Zwf3tov 'Aqbap. 
70 At65wpos 'Hynpt.JoAov 2i7rX. 

2t,uqas TeXeoapyOv 22;rXq. 

'OP?pLILoS 'OYqpi,Uv 27rx7q. 

Kr,qptas Kriowvos 2rX77. 
['Ap] 65tos KrTowvos 2;riX7. 

75 KaXXif3tos X4plAavros 2;rXq. 
[* a. Os [ . OKXOV [S] 
[- ---- - - -~] *,uov 'Aq5a. 

[-~'07A!raL] 

[.A I. ] ao2.r3I 't9?Xrat 
[..]7yL[- ? 7 -Kodp6rov OIXca. 
flvOapXt5rjs fXovrapXt5ov vac. 

110 'AptorOKptros 'AporroAgpov C"y [N.] 
Net[ . ] XOS 'Hy-71irrov OIXact. 
Xaclupas 'ApXh'ov &y N. 

KBF671-roAros ZrpvOtr7r1ov eK [T.] 
Xalpt7rros X . ]pf - - - - -- 

115 'Hyqo4lAaX[os - -? - 

KPIT[[?]- - - - -] 

? ?] 

The stele is broken at the bottom, and it is important, if possible, to determine 
how much is missing. The preserved measurements are: thickness 9 cm., width (origi- 
nal) 40 cm., and height 52 cm., a proportion of 1: 4i: 6 +. If we apply an Eretrian 
version of Dow's canon of proportion,5 that is, if we assume that the height was 
probably at least twice the width, we arrive at the conclusion that the missing portion 
of the stele was at least 38 cm. long and (allowing for an uninscribed space of some 
10 cm. at the bottom) that at least 15 lines are missing. But this is rough-and-ready 
calculation; internal evidence fortunately provides a better line of approach. The 
names are divided into groups each of which has a heading, and two of these headings 
are preserved-MEo-oXcPpov o6rAXThat and Aapacrtov ( ?) o6rXZrca. These obviously geo- 
graphical groups may be called districts; the names in each are subdivided into orArXat 
and 4AXoi. In the preserved text there are two complete lists of 4AXot with 6 and 
16 names, respectively, and one list of o&rVrXat may be certainly calculated to have 
had 25 names in it (plus a heading). If the groups were of roughly the same size, 
and if the district part of which appears at the top of column two is the second district 
(it is at least not the first district, for there are no repetitions in col. 2 of the demes 
of col. 1), an addition of about 30 spaces seems to be required. These would be 

15 Hesperic, III, 1934, pp. 141-44 and Class. Phil., XXXVII, 1942, p. 324, where the figures 
given are 1: 41: 9. Dow condemns the uncritical acceptance of this cannon for all inscriptions but 
nevertheless suggests that it has fairly wide application, and it can be to some extent tested at 
Eretria, where the full measurements of 15 decrees of the fourth and third centuries are preserved. 
While these show considerable variation, the following proportions might be considered normal- 
1: 4j to 5j (10 cases): 9 to 11 (8 cases). Unfortunately for our present argument the height 
shows the greatest variety-from 61 to 13. All of the catalogues, or lists of names, are broken 
at top or bottom or both, but their width varies from 3 to 6, and the two most nearly preserved 
in height are both 13. (I.G., XII, Supp., 555 may be complete; its proportions are 1: 51: 9.) 
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occupied in the first column by about 3 more +tXot, 6 empty spaces, a heading, and 
about 20 hoplites. In the second column by approximately 6 more hoplites of Meso- 
choron, two empty spaces, a heading, some 5 +tXoi, two more empty spaces, a heading 
for District IV, and about 13 hoplites. At the end of column three there would be 
room for about 17 more hoplites, two spaces, a heading, and about 10 4AXot'. The 
numbers in each district would then be as follows: 

District I- 25 hoplites and ca. 9 4AXot' 
" II-ca. 33 " " 6 " 

III-ca. 20 '; " ca. 5 " 
" IV-ca. 20 " " 16 " 
" V-ca. 26 " " ca. 10 " 

In short, if we assume an addition of about 30 lines (which would occupy some 
37 cm.), the five districts will have roughly similar numbers of heavy and light-armed 
representatives, and the stele will be about 100 cm. high (52 cm. + 37 cm. + an unin- 
scribed space at the bottom) which gives the satisfactory ratio of 1: 421: 11. If we 
assume more lines, the number of hoplites in District II becomes disproportionately 
large, if fewer, the numbers of the Mesochoron district and of the hoplites of District 
IV become improbably small. Finally, a restoration with eight districts would require 
an addition of at least 60 lines and a stele height of some 140 cm. with a ratio of 
roughly 1: 151, which would be surprising. But the real objection to supposing eight 
districts is that the known demes of the five districts preserved on the stone seem to 
cover the 'EPETp&K7 adequately. It may be taken as certain, then, that roughly 30 lines 
are missing and that there were five districts.'0 These five districts, in the order in 
which they appear in the inscription, with the demes of the men who appear in each, 
are as follows: 

I [Name]: 4e 'Ao-., Aw%., E'e 'Eo%., EK Xvr. 

II [Name]: Avo-., Zap., 'lmt., MwO., >2i-vp. 
III Mesochoron: 'A4ap., HrE., JAr. 
IV [Name]: Aiy., Pao., Ta,u., 3fpco., Hl[Ep?], [airo Kv.] 
V [Name]: ?Oxa., Ey N., EK [Tn.]. 

Some of the readings and restorations printed above in the text of I.G., XII, 
9, 241 require comment: 

"I Ziebarth thought that there were only four, because he was misled by his own restoration 
of line 94 -KAEX'v KXEoXacp [ov 'A4ap.] on which he remarks " Demnotic. suppl. coll. 246 B 112 KXta& 
KXkEoXapov 'A4ap." Now 'Aoap. occurs twice among the MEvoxWpov `7rXtrat at the bottom of col. 2, 
but the group at the top of col. 3 has, apart from this restoration (and one other: see note on 
line 91), no deme coincidence with the Mesochoron group, and if it were included in the Meso- 
choron group, that list would be very much longer than any of the others. The name is better 
restored (if the reading can be trusted) as KkX'v KAEoXcp[ov Tacl.] comparing 249 B 260 KXEoXcps 
KAXkvos Ta,. who was probably this man's son. There are two other certain Tatt.'s in group IV. 
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Line 2. The supplement r] vvapX [ovTeg] would 
be possible if the last five letters took slightly 
less space (circ. 5 cm.) than the preceding five 
(which occupy almost 5.5 cm.). But there is 
no sign of crowding-chi is farther from rho 
than rho from alpha. Ziebarth, in I.G., XII, 
Supp., suggests [7rpo/] ov[Xos --Kat-- o]jrn- 

apx[wv], comparing I.G., XII, 9, 212, 224. 
Line 15. As Kourouniotes says in his origi- 

nal publication of the inscription ('E+. 'ApX., 
1897, p. 148), ro 8?IrOTLKOV AtT. JvYE /E3atov. 

Line 20. The amount of preserved and ap- 
parently uninscribed surface favors the restora- 
tion ['A]or. rather than ['E]( . 

Line 21. The supplement Q ['Ea.] which 
Ziebarth does not incorporate into his text, 
appears in his index s. v. 'ErtXap1ud&q,; it is 
probably based on line 36-there are several 
pairs of brothers in this inscription-and is 
probably right. 

Line 37. These letters must form part of an 
otherwise unknown demotic. The fact that no 
letter follows q, although there is room for 
several, rules out the supplement ----- 

AtyXE4E] t'p ( g) . 

Line 42. The v was omitted from the abbre- 
viation because of lack of space. 

Line 44. Ziebarth read EI? at the beginning 
of this line; the stone may have been injured 
at the break here since he worked on it, for no 
trace of the letters appears on my squeezes. 

Line 79. The only other Eretrian Euelthon 
is from Aty. No other Eretrian Timesias is 
known. 

Line 80. The deme abbreviation begins At 
or 'A7r; the traces on my squeezes would be 
taken to favor 7r, but as there is no room on 
the stone for a7r[o Kv.], Atl[y.] is probably 
right. 

Line 82. The traces on my squeezes of the 
first letter of the deme abbreviation look more 
like iota or eta, but these are improbable on 
general grounds. If, as seems probable, the 
letter was gamma or pi, the horizontal hasta 
was unusually shallow. Gamma is less likely 
than pi, for Grynchai (the only known deme 

beginning with gamma) appears in a context 
which suggests District II in I.G., XII, 9, 
191 B-see p. 126 below. 

Lines 89 to 100. For the text of these twelve 
lines I have printed Ziebarth's readings within 
the brackets and relegated restoration to the 
notes. Ziebarth's readings may well be correct 
even where it is now impossible to check them, 
for here where the surface is worst it is fairly 
clear that there has been deterioration in the 
last thirty years or so. Professor Homer 
Thompson, writing from Athens on June 16, 
1946, says of this inscription, " The marble has 
gone in a curious way; part of the surface is 
in practically perfect condition, much of it has 
utterly gone to below letter depth." 

Line 91. Although he does not print it in his 
text, in his notes Ziebarth suggests the supple- 
ment XatpE'oTpaTro Xa[tpfov 'A4ap.], comparing 
246 B 65. This supplement (like his supplement 
for line 94 which we have already discussed in 
note 16) would be awkward for our theory 
that the districts represented at the bottom of 
column 2 and at the top of column 3 are dif- 
ferent. But Ziebarth might as well have re- 
stored XatpecorTpaTros Xa[tpttEvov 4'ak.] (cf. 245 
B 317), or XatpeCorTpaTro Xa[tptid AaK.] (cf. 249 
B 133), or Xatpf'orparos Xa[tptyEvov et S?.] (cf. 
246 A 95). 

Line 92. Ziebarth restores on the analogy 
of 246 A 87: 1IE8t E3 Otvacpyov a7ro Ky. As 
both names are rare at Eretria (Pedieus does 
not occur otherwise), the supplement seems 
reasonably certain-if the reading can be 
trusted-even though 246 is thirty-five or forty 
years later in date than 241. The two men 
could, perhaps, be grandfather and grandson. 

Line 93. The deme in this line should not 
be restored as Eb T-. on the basis of 245 B 11: 
?4u7r7ro` 'ApUTrokXO'ov EK T-. (the only other 
Eretrian Aristolochos) in view of the fact that 
EK T-. was almost certainly one of the demes 
of District V. 

Line 94. See note 16. 
Line 96. Cf. 245 A 301: IloXv'oTpaTos foXy- 

tevov IIIp. (the same name exactly is borne by 
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an ephebe from Ataul.-I.G., XII, Supp., 555, 
line 163-but Atr. is in District I). 

Line 97. Hysp., or HIerp. (IIrEX., and probably 
llava. too, are in Mesochoron). 

Line 107. Ziebarth reads &apaaH[ov] o2rATrat, 

and this may be right-what I have printed in 
the text is the most I can make out from my 
squeezes. I should be inclined to accept Zie- 
barth's reading if it were not for the fact that 
there appears to be too much space between 
iota and omicron for the supplement [ov]. 

Line 108. Curiously enough it is almost im- 

possible to decide between Ziebarth's reading 
for the beginning of this line: AIPI4H and 
the one I have printed in which Ziebarth's IP 
is read as II and his AH is read as M. He has, 
however, at least one letter too few for the 
space available between M (or AH) and KOKpaTov 

(the first kappa seems fairly clear). 
Line 110. The same man, apparently, recurs 

in 245 B 168. 
Line 114. This supplement is well defended 

by Ziebarth in the Addenda Ultima to I.G., 
XII, 9. 

There is another inscription which perhaps gives us the name of District IV. 
I.G., XII, 9, 189-the interesting decree, to be dated about 340 B.C. (Wilhelm. 'E+. 
'ApX., 1904, 89 f.), which establishes the Eretrian Artemiria-contains in lines 5 and 
6 the statement that the games are to be established rEt MErTaeV K a TEt (DvXaKE. These 
must be districts of the 'EPETpLKV,17 and Ziebarth is surely right in suggesting 18 that 
MEraev and ME-roXWOPOV are either next to each other or the same district. One of the 
two districts would obviously be the one which contained the great shrine of Artemis 
at Amarynthos where the games in question were to be held and the city of Eretria 
itself; the other is presumably the neighboring district which contained the important 
town of Tamynai. Amarynthos, where the games were held, must have been almost 
on the boundary of these two districts, which are then, probably, III Mesochoron 
(or Metaxy) and IV Phylake.'9 

One further inscription may throw some light on the distribution of the demes 
among the districts. This is I.G., XII, 9, 191, the agreement between Eretria and 
a certain Chairephanes who was to drain the great marsh just east of the city. The 
text of the agreement, which is clearly almost complete, occupies the front of the 
preserved portion of the stele, while the back and one side are occupied by a long list 
of names of citizens.20 It is noteworthy that the men listed on the back of the stele (B) 

17 Ziehen did not think so. He says (Leges Graccorum Sacrae, 254): -quo spectent casus 
dativi TEt METa$v Ka' TEt 4?vAaKet obscurum est. Locos dici putat editor, sed locorum definitiones 
nudo dativo poni non oportebat; dies potius significari putaverim coll. praesertim proximo dativo 
,rc 7rpo TOV 'APTE4tP'wv qui ad diem Artemisiis superiorem non referri non potest, nec diebus festis 
Artemisiorum singulis sua fuisse nomina improbabile, at talia qualia illa fuisse nemo facile credet. 
This last point seems more telling than his difficulty about the dative. 

18 I.G., XII, 9, p. 163 fin. 
19 It may conceivably be a curious survival that a hill southeast of Aliveri is today, or was 

until recently, called Phylake. So Papabasileiou in 'E+. 'ApX., 1905, pp. 18 and 25. Papabasileiou's 
"hill" becomes a "region" in Ziebarth's publication of the inscription-I.G., XII, 9, 103. 

20 It is improbable that the list originally contained the names of all the citizens of Eretria, 
as Ziebarth supposes. Eustratiades' restoration of lines 42-3 (in 'E+. 'ApX., 1869, pp. 317-32; 
accepted by Ziebarth), - - TOVS 7ro tTrag 7r] a'vTas, certainly gives one letter too many in line 43 (and 
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come on the whole from different demes from those on the side (C). The occurrences 
of deme names are as follows: 

B 

l-rvp. -70 times 
Avo-. -63 " 
Zap. -35 " 
'lort. - 13 " 
MtvO. - 9 " 
Ppvy. -- 5 
Ej Ay.- 3 

C 21 

'Abap. - 13-14 times 
lIava. - 7-8 

7. - 6 " 
rI'eEX. - 2 
Zap. - lor 2 " 
lvk)t -once 

Ey Ne. " 

--ToVS woX iraa 7r] vrra would crowd line 42), and in any case seems less likely than some such 
restoration as ---TroVS aplxov ] vrla'v7a, for even if the ca. 230 preserved names are only a third 
or a quarter of those originally on the stone, they are still too few to be the whole citizen body of 
Eretria which, since we know roughly 3,000 names from the late 4th and early 3rd centuries, must 
have numbered at least 2,000. 

21 As Ziebarth's text of the names above the moulding (the first column of C as he has printed 
it) pays too little attention to the preserved margins, and is only partially corrected in I.G., XII, 
Supp., it seems worth while to give the following improved text based on a squeeze. Readers who 
wish to study it closely, but have no squeeze, may find Eustratiades' careful drawing ('E+. $ApX., 
1869, pl. 48, facing p. 348) useful, for the letters are by no means evenly spaced, although most 
of the later lines apparently contained either 14 or 15. Ziebarth's numbers are unfortunately one 
too low, for he omitted to count the first line. 

[-3-4-]Iy[---ca.9---] 
I * ] !7.TpaTOE[--@. c8---] 
,a a X ? s [- -ca. 7- -] 

[X ?] otp,q. Ayw[-- 6-7 -- 
5 [1-2]vo. cY NE[--5-6--] 

I * * I OS3 EV'7rOA - 3-4 - - 
[ 2-3 ] n. 'EV K T( [E \S .q .] 

[2-3] Zapr. KaX[XA i] 
[ K] aXXl7r7rtw8ov Z[apq.] 

10 [K] svTapX18y3l [ . . ] 
[1-2]0o cK 4(pat. MEy [aK] 

[xAB] s3 ' oxKE 8[ov .] 

[I] las |.Kv.'Ov 1 4)[oKX] 

Ift EL s' ME-yaKkf'[o (v)3 s I] 
15 [d]f-. Mp Xyo '1r[to(V)] I 

[A t]a,xapo . 'A7ro',a[et,] 
[-t]Xoef'vov Uav[a. vv] 

vacat 

This text is still unsatisfactory in one or two places. The rasura in line 13 is shallow but 
definite: the first two letters in it seem to have been erased individually and rather inadequately 
(they may have been UK), and no new letters were cut on top of them; the last four are somewhat 
crowded. I have no restoration to suggest. The lacuna at the end of line 14 seems clearly too short 
for four letters, and yet there is hardly room for [ll,r] at the beginning of line 15. Ziebarth's 
restorations of KaX [Xwrros] in line 8 (his line 7) and 'I7r[7rwvos] in line 15 (his line 14) are both 
too long-indeed even `I7r[rtov] seems too long: perhaps Y was omitted, both here and in line 14; 
it certainly was in lines 5 and 11. It should be mentioned that the restoration in line 9 is uncertain, 
for the initial letter of the abbreviation may be >. 

My squeeze suggests no significant changes in the names below the moulding (columns 2 and 
3 of C in Ziebarth's text) except that in line 18 (Ziebarth's 17) 4.-. seems epigraphically as likely 
to be right as (a., and more probable on general grounds, while in line 45 (Ziebarth's 44) the 
beginning of the first stroke of the M of Tq, is clearly visible-and appears in Eustratiades' drawing. 
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B (Continued) 
Xot. - once 
T[EV.] - " (reading 

.uncertain) 
llava. - " (reading 

uncertain) 

C (Continued) 
EK n. -once 
TE4. - " 

'Eye. - 

IIEo. - 

IEv. - ' 

These two groups are quite distinct except for one ( ?) misplaced Zap., one Hava, 
and one T [E,E.] (we should also, as will be seen later, expect to find Xoi. with the 
demes in C rather than with those in B).22 Of the 7 demes which occur more than 
once on face B, 6 are known to have been in District II (for E'e Acy. is probably, as 
will be shown, the little island off Styra). All three known demes of District III 
Mesochoron occur more than once in C. It seems natural to suppose that B was 
intended to be a list of men from District II, and C of men from District III. If so, 
was there room originally for lists of men from I, IV, and V? While the stele may, 
as far as its proportions go, have been little higher than it now is, it would not be 
outside the limits of normal variation for it to have been 120 cm. high (this would 
give a ratio of 1 : 7-X: 131). It is thus quite possible that there was originally some 
25 cm. or about 30 lines more text 23-allowing for an uninscribed space of some 
10 cm. at the bottom.24 Thirty lines of names front and back would about double the 
number of names recorded in the lines some part of which still remains, and the 
supposition that an attempt was made to list the citizens by districts (though none 
was made to put fellow-demesmen together) would make it possible to explain the 
curious character of the preserved list. (It would still be rather strange that III 
Mesochoron, instead of I or V, was put on the narrow side surface.) If this explana- 
tion is accepted, Ppvy.25 and 'e Ay. can be added to the demes of District II, Hava. 
and ID-. to those of District III. It so happens that the positions of Ppvy. and Ee AIy. 
are otherwise known and fit very well with those of Styra, Dystos, and Zarex which 
are also in District II. 

If an attempt is now made to plot the districts on a map, it is seen that the extent 
of District II is well defined by Grynchai (unless this deme is in District IV), Dystos, 
Zarex, Ee AMy. and Styra, the position of all of which is known. District III contains 
one deme the site of which is accurately known-Ptechai where the marsh was situated, 

22 The Xo of Xot. (B 5) seems clear, and the iota possible, but the traces supposed to be T[qEU] 

and llava. in lines 10 and 12 of side B are uncertain: it is not clear that the T of T[EM.] is part 
of a demotic, and the Hava. should, at best, be read [Ha]ya. The surface of the stone is in wretched 
condition, and according to Eustratiades was not very smooth originally. Working on a good 
squeeze I have been quite unable to read many of the letters read as certain by Ziebarth who, in his 
notes, gives further readings of Eustratiades' quas neque ille neque ego in lapide a. 1908 Athenis 
denuo collato dispicere potui. 

23 Lines 35 to 64 (exclusive) of A occupy 25 cm. 
24 About 11 cm. were left uninscribed at the bottom of the large catalogue I.G., XII, 9, 245. 
25 Note I.G., XII, 9, 241, line 82, and discussion on p. 123 above. 
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and its name Mesochoron shows that it was central: it probably covered the Eretrian 
plain between Olympos and Kotylaion. District IV contains Tamynai the site of 
which is known; this is sufficient to place IV in the plain east of Kotylaion. District 
V contains E' NE. If this deme was near the River Nedon mentioned by Lykophron 
(Alex. 374) as being between Tpvixavra ( rpvyxat) and Dirphys, then the district 
will be in the northerly plain of the 'EpETPLK4,26 where two comparatively large streams 
near each other may compete for the name. Finally, in District I, e 'EO-X. may perhaps 
be completed as 'e 'Eo-Xa&-q (so Ziebarth in I.G., XII, 9, p. 164, line 143) and may 
have been named as the most distant part of the Eretrian domain. The district may 
then be placed in the extreme south between Styra and Karystos-a position which 
fits well with the smallness of its demes (except Ato-.). If these guesses-for they 
are little more-about the position of Districts I and V have hit the truth, it will-be 
seen that the order in which the districts appear in 241 is roughly geographical-from 
south to north. At least the positions of Districts II, III, and IV are reasonably 
certain. 

THE SEPULCHRAL INSCRIPTIONS 

Some 600 sepulchral inscriptions are now known from Eretria and Eretrian 
territory. It would be natural to expect these to throw light on the position of the 
demes, either by bearing the names of men whose demes are known, or by actually 
recording the deme of the deceased; in point of fact they are not particularly helpful. 
There is only one funerary inscription from Eretria in which a deme is recorded, and 
it is not very useful for it is the only evidence for the existence of that deme 
'AX)4tOWEV. Sepulchral inscriptions of Eretrians who may be identified with men 
known from the citizen-lists, or with their sons or fathers, are disappointingly few: 
the two most convincing of them would locate Styra for us, if that were necessary. 
In most of the other cases there is no record of where the stone was found. 

The following is a selection of the sepulchral inscriptions which seem most likely 
to be significant; they will at least show the unsatisfactory character of the evidence. 

'A+ap. I.G., XII, 9, 729 reads llavortas'AGrlvo- 
.KXEov and was found in the eastern cemetery 
of Eretria; there is no record of the letter- 
forms. A llavat'as 'A'qVoKXE'ov 'AOap., who is 
probably the same man, occurs in 246A109: 
tneither name is common at Eretria. I.G., XII, 
9, 653-a pila in the museum at Eretria- 
carries the name of KXEoXapq,; KXE'aKos who may 
be the son of KXE'aa KXEoXapov 'Aoap. (246 B 

112). The grave stele of Agasias, son of 
Demonomos (I.G., XII, 9, 516), which Wil- 
helm found in a private house at Eretria, and 
that of his son ( ?) Demonomos, son of Agasias 
(I.G., XII, Supp. 548-found near Vatheia), 
who was proxenos of the Aetolians ca. 240 B.C., 

are of some interest here, for the name Demo- 
nomos occurs only twice in the citizen-lists and 
in both cases belongs to a man whose deme is 

26 See below under " a7ro KvX." for some slight corroboration of the natural assumption that 
Districts IV and V were contiguous. 
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'A+ap. I.G., XII, 9, 115, the grave stele of an 
'A+ap. man, is in a private house at Aliveri- 
no record of where it was found. The name 
Hermon on a grave stele built into a house at 
Eretria 27 suggested to Ziebarth relationship to 
Hermon son of Karterion of 'A+ap. (246 A 
257), which may be correct; but there is 
another Hermon known from the citizen-lists- 
I.G., XII, 9, 245 A 287-and, although his 
deme is not preserved, 245 is a long list of 
names which contains no men from 'A4ap. 

Finally, the grave stele of an Apollonios son 
of Apollodoros was found at Eretria (I.G., 
XII, 9, 536); there are three known Eretrians 
of this name, one of them from 'A+ap. None 
of these instances of 'A+ap. burials has any 
real probative value, but the first two at least 
may give us some slight reason to suppose that 
this largest of the Mesochoron demes was 
either near Eretria or included all or part of 
the city itself. 

Zap. I.G., XII, Supp., 531 is an additional 
indication that the deme Zap. was near the 
modern Zarka (see below under " Za'p-e ") . 

Tau. LG., XII, 9, 133 should be read ['Av]- 

8pw0E'[XAs] (see I.G., XII, Supp.) ; it was found 
near Aulonari. This rare name is borne by 
five 28 Eretrians, four of them from Tamynai. 
The other is 'Av8pocrE'vqs 'Av8pwES'Xov 'AOap. As 
this identical name, and an Andropheles son 
of Androsthenes, both occur in Tamynai, and 
as there are no other occurrences of Andros- 
thenes at Eretria, it would seem that the 'AOap. 
is either a mistake or the name of a man who 
changed his deme.29 In short, 133 is some 
reason for supposing that Tamynai should not 
be placed very far from Aulonari. Other in- 
dications point the same way; indeed this in- 
scription is one of several which make it seem 
better to place Tamynai inland rather than on 
the coast as Ziebarth does. 

It does not seem worth while to mention any of the other sepulchral inscriptions 
here, although some are suggestive and a few will be referred to later on. It is much 
to be hoped that more useful ones will be found or excavated in the future. 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF rVog NAMES AT ERETRIA 

Bechtel long ago called attention in a brief article 30 to the fact that a particularly 
large number of Eretrian names use the element t17og in their construction, and in 
explanation pertinently quoted a well-known passage in Aristotle's Politics.3" He also 

27 I.G., XII, 9, 606; no. 356, now in the museum at Eretria, is a heavy pila carrying the 
same name. 

28 While five names (name plus father's name) occur in which Andropheles is an element, 
it is conceivable that there were only two men called Andropheles-thus the three men whose 
father's name was Andropheles could be brothers, and their father could be one of the other two 
men called Andropheles. But there may have been three or four or five different men of the name. 
This difficulty frequently arises; it seems best to assume that such homonymous individuals are 
distinct unless there is reason to suppose them identical. 

29 This latter explanation is more likely, for there are no men from Tamynai in the list in 
which he occurs. 

30 " Das Wort IJlllOX in den Eretrischen Personennamen," Hermes, 35, 1900, pp. 326-331. 
31 Politics, IV, 3, 1289 b, 36: &to'rep 67rt TwV apXrawv X'vwv 0'as 7roXotv EV rOI 777OS o a'vacus vg 

O-XyapXtat 7rapa rov'TromS av. ExpwVTo 8E IrpOS O To 7rOXqLiOVS 7T7rOtS 7rpOS rOvSq dcoryvEtTovas, otov EpErptedS 

Kat XaXiKid1 Ka\t Ma ' o 
\ 

MatavAp Ka\t r)v a'Xowv 7roXXo\ \rpi 
\ 

'Ao,av. 
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called attention to the rarity of such names on the " Styrian tablets." Some 464 of 
these lead tablets, containing about 360 different names, have been found, the great 
majority of them-about 430-in Styra itself. They appear to date from the fifth 
century, and although their purpose is uncertain they were probably " publico cuidam 
usui destinatae." 32 The names are many of them peculiar, no doubt because Styra 
and Karystos were originally Dryopian, not Ionian,33 and many of them reappear as 
the names of Styrians, or of men from ' Avo-. or Zap.-i. e., from the southern 
demes-on the later Eretrian citizen-lists.34 Now it seems reasonable to suppose that 
if iTiTosg names were extremely common at Eretria and almost unknown at Styra 
(which was an independent city in the fifth century but had become Eretrian territory 
by the middle of the fourth), the demes near Eretria will show more trrog names and 
those near Styra fewer. About 190 Eretrians are known whose names contain the 
element Ir7r-. Limiting our investigation (to reduce the element of chance) to demes 
from which the names of fifty or more citizens are known, and dividing the number 
of citizens with -rros names by the number of known citizens for each deme (to 
obtain a ratio for comparison) we may construct the following table: 

Deme LITros known figure for 
abbreviation names members comparison 

'A4ap. 20 149 013 
Bov&. 9 111 008 
rpvy. 7 85 008 
AwZ. 5 109 0045 
AvG-r. 3 71 004 
Zap. 17 288 006 
'-t. 3 149 002 
aro KvA. 3 59 005 
Kw. 4 60 003 
AaK. 24 (22) 117 (97) 020 (022)36 

32 Ziebarth on no. 56 in I.G., XII, 9. They are not " tcbellac defixionsurn." 
33 Herodotos, VIII, 46 and Pausanias, IV, 34, 11. It is also interesting to notice that the 

tablets are practically unaffected by the inter-vocalic rhotacism which seems to have been char- 
acteristic of the contemporary Eretrian dialect. Unfortunately there are too few of these " rhota- 
cised" names-such as Lyranias, Onerimos, Kterias, etc.-to make statistical treatment convincing. 

34 E. g., the name Lysikrates occurs four times on the Styrian tablets and once on an early 
grave stele found near Styra; its only other occurrence in Euboea is as the father's name of a man 
whose deme is Y-Evp. Similarly, the name Chremylos occurs twice among the Styrian tablets, once 
on an early inscription at Styra, and once as the name of a man whose deme is Zap., but not 
otherwise in Euboea. 

35The figures in this column were obtained by counting the names in the index to I.G., XII, 9 
and adding those published in I.G., XII, Supp. 

36 AaK. has 117 known members if the 20 names in I.G., XII, 9, 249 B 221-240 are included, 
otherwise 97-see below under Aa'KC0CV. 
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Deme LrMro known figure for 
abbreviation names members comparison 

Ey Ne. 5 78 006 
OLvo. 7 56 013 
IIEp. 3 51 006 
llerp. 3 51 006 
Dab. 4 69 006 
ITvp. 7 199 0035 
Tap. 6 101 006 
(DaXX. 7 96 007 
DXL. 11 96 0115 
'flpc*r. 13 97 013 

From this table it is clear that 006 is, roughly, the mean; it is the figure for 
6 demes, 8 have more and 6 have less. The demes with the greatest number of names 
are AacK. (020), 'Aoap. (013), OL'vo. (013), 'flpw7r. (013), and AXt. (012), while 
those with the fewest are 'lor-. (002), lrvp. (0035), Kwu. (003), and Avioros (004). 
If our argument is sound, AaK., 'Abap., OLvo., 'flpnr., and bAL. should be near the 
city, while 'Imn., Yrvp., Kwh., and Av;o-rog should be southern. The first part of this 
conclusion it is difficult to test (except that 'Afap. is in III MeGo-6Xpov and '&ipwr. in 
IV (Phylake?), but it is satisfactory to notice that of the second group the positions 
of Styra and Dystos are definitely known and are southern, while of the other two 
demes there is no evidence for Kcop., but 'lo-T. appears in I.G., XII, 9, 241 in the 
same district as Styra and Dystos. 

It seems a reasonable conclusion that AcaK., Ovo., and L. should be placed in 
Districts III or IV, and Kwu. in District II or I. 

THE PERSIAN ATTACK ON ERETRIA 

Herodotos' account of the Persian landing on the Eretrian coast in 490 B.C. is 

clear and brief: oi &J IIE'po-u ITXEOVTE3 KaTErO-XOV Ta1 vEas r3 'EPErPuK79 XcOP'l)p KaTa 
TE4LEV1'o Kat Xo&pE&a Kac AtyiXEa, KaTaW7Xo6VTEs & E1 , TavTa Ta xwpta, avftKa OTITOV9 TE 

E~Ef3ctXX3Aov'o Ka& '3apEcTKEVaLaOvO OO) 7TpoouTotLEvo& roZo& eOpoZo-t. (VI, 101). These 
places, however, are mentioned nowhere else in ancient literature-even the lexi- 
cographers are silent about them. So to remedy our ignorance TE4LE V o0 was changed 
to Ta/vvas by Valkenaer and Wesseling, and the emendation has been generally 
accepted.37 AlyiXEa is generally altered to the more natural-looking AtytX&ta 38 and then 
identified with the Alyt&X , itself an emendation, of chapter 107: 39 iV Vyoov T-iv 

I,rvpE&w, KaXEO/.kEVqv 8E A'y t X 'v (Bechtel; oldest, " Florentine," mss: Aiy' XEv; later, 

37 Except by Stein, who kept the mss. readings both here and in VI, 107. 
38 There is an Attic deme AtytXta. 
"I Diels in SB. Ak. Berl., 1908, p. 1042, followed by Ziebarth in I.G., XII, 9, p. 164, line 100. 
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The Districts are numbered in the order in which they appear in I.G., XII, 9, 241. The position 
of the demes within the Districts is in most cases not accurately known. 
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"Roman," mss: AiyiXEav). These emendations have the disadvantage of making the 
Persian operations very hard to understand-Tamynai was probably inland rather 
than on the coast 40 and the island of the Styrians in the narrows of the Euboean 
strait is not only an island, but is separated from Eretria by some 25 miles of water, 
or, if one crosses to the nearby mainland, by some 35 miles of rough country. 

Now if the unemended names-TE4jtEvos, Xo'pEat, A7yiXEa and AXy Et- are com- 
pared with the list of Eretrian demes as they are known from inscriptions it is seen 
that there are four deme names or abbreviations which correspond very well: 
TE'pl(Evos ?), Xoip (Eatc?), A1yaX (-?) and AiyXE0bE'pr- (which always appears as et MAy. 
or as e' A1YXEOE'pr- to distinguish it from Ay., Alya., or AlyaX). These four demes 
are probably the four places mentioned by Herodotos.i From his account it is clear 
that the first three were in the same general area, and on the coast; I.G., XII, 9, 241 
makes it probable that Ay. lay in the plain beyond Mt. Kotylaion which is some ten 
miles east of Eretria. This then is where the Persians landed their cavalry,42 far 
enough from the city to give them time to get their first troops ashore without opposi- 
tion, and near enough to attack without a long and fatiguing preliminary march. 

The historical conclusion from this topographical argument-that the Persian 
fleet, or the Eretrian squadron of it, sailed right up the channel past Marathon and 
landed on a long but unified front in the bay of Aliveri from ten to fifteen miles east 

40 See below under Ta'ptvat. 
41 The identification of the abbreviation TE[j.] in I.G., XII, 9, 191 C 44 (a trace of the first 

hasta of the M seems clear on my squeeze and actually shows in Eustratiades' careful drawing, 
but has not been incorporated into the text) with Herodotos' T4,uEvos was first made by Stavropoulos 
in 'E+. 'ApX., 1895, p. 153, and Eustratiades had identified Xotp. and AMy. with Xo'pEat and A'ytEca 
when he first published the " Agreement with Chairephon " in 'ET. Apx., 1869, p. 331. Since 1892 
A'yAcXEdprq has usually been identified with a place on Mt. Kotylaion where the name is supposed 
to have survived as 'Ay?E4tpa (Wilhelm, archaol.-epigr. Mitth. 5sterreich-Ungarn, XV, p. 117) 
or 'AyXCEOapoq (Papabasileiou, 'E+. 'ApX., 1905, p. 25), and then A'yaX. is equated with the Styrian 
island: so Ziebarth in I.G., XII, 9, p. 164. But these identifications should be interchanged because 
(1) Aty. appears in the same district of the TEPErPtKi as Tamynai in I.G., XII, 9, 241, and thus 
cannot be the Styrian island; (2) Herodotos' A7lyXe(q corresponds better with AtyXeodpq than with 
AlyaX.; (3) kQ A"y. appears in I.G., XII, 9, 191 B where all the demes appear to be southern. See 
further the notes on the individual demes, below. 

42 Whatever opinion one holds about the vexed problem of the Persian cavalry at Marathon 
(and it may be noted that Wilhelm's restoration of the first Marathon epigram, so ably defended 
by Jacoby in Hesperia, 1945, would, if right, confirm their presence), it is fairly clear that Maurice 
goes too far when he says (" The Campaign of Marathon," J.H.S., LII, 1932, p. 17): ". . . while 
there is the statement (VI, 101) that horses were landed in Euboea, that island is so unsuitable 
for the employment of mounted troops that I believe the horses landed must have been limited 
to those of superior officers. The Greeks possessed no cavalry. . . I suggest . . . that Herodotus 
assumed without strict enquiry that the Persian expedition was provided with an arm which the 
Greeks particularly feared. . . ." Herodotos has made a point of Darius' preparation of horse 
transports; to suppose that the present reference is to a few horses only is to take an unnatural sense 
from the words; and cavalry is the very arm for which the Eretrians were famous. Finally, if our 
argument is correct, the cavalry were landed on the edge of the Eretrian plain itself-an eminently 
suitable place for their employment. 
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of Eretria-seems reasonably certain. It is admittedly a rather minor point; so minor 
that it seems not to have troubled historians that the Persian cavalry should land all 
the way from Styra's island to Tamynai, both names depending upon emendation. 

THE INDIVIDUAL DEMES 

Abya, ( OEv ?) 43 

The abbreviation appears as AtyaX., Atlya., or 
Aty." 

The deme is in District IV,45 and is probably 
referred to by Herodotos in VI, 101 as At- 

/tAea; 46 if so, it lay on the coast. There is no 
reason to suppose that it was homonymous 
with the Attic deme AtytXa' in Antiochis. 

This was the deme of the philosopher Mene- 
demos, who appears in I.G., XII, 9, 246 A 66. 

The deme is apparently mentioned in I.G., 
12, 376, line 9 as containing sacred properties 
leased by the Athenians in the latter part of 
the 5th century. Raubitschek has published an 
improved text of this inscription in Hesperia, 
XII, 1943, pp. 28-33; in note 67 on p. 31 he 
collects a number of references and tentatively 

rejects the identification with the Styrian island, 
but does not really enter into a discussion of 
the position of the deme. 

It is possible that [Ai]yq and AJ[ya] should 
be restored in lines 7 and 8 respectively of I.G., 
II2, 230 b (see the improved text given below, 
p. 145). 

et Ai'yXE4Etp 

The abbreviation appears as e A'7., e AL, 
and once (?)-I.G., XII, 9, 191 B 4-as e A; 
the full form also as E'e A1ycXE0dpac. 

The deme was probably small, for it has only 
7 or' 8 known members, although the three 
citizen-lists in which they appear contain to- 
gether about 1,000 names. The fewness of its 
demesmen is natural if the identification with 
the island of the Styrians, Herodotos' AiyXdq 4 

is correct, for that island has an area of 

For the full form we are unfortunately dependent on I.G., XII, 9, 243, a lost inscription 
published by Girard in B.C.H., 1878, pp. 277-279, where in lines 8 and 9 AlyaX| [EGe] and [AIyaX]}OEv 
should probably be read. 

44 The abbreviation A. which appears in I.G., XII 9, 246 A 104 is probably a mistake: A[y.] 
should be read, for it appears from the small but clear photograph published by Kourouniotes in 
'Apx. 'Eo., 1911, pl. 2 that there is an injury to the surface of the stone immediately after the A. 

See I.G., XII, 9, 241, line 80. The sepulchral stele of ['i]p70OK[XrS] Ei6vp[--?--] built 
into a house at Magoula four or five miles northeast of Eretria, carries a rare name which has been 
variously restored as Ei'Vvptrov (I.G., XII, 9, 772), EviOvpw74ov (I.G., XII, 9 Index s. v.), and 
Ev1Ovpp?4Tov (I.G., XII, Sup p. with the comment " nomen Delphicum, cf. Syll.3 241, 129 "). The 
second of these seems preferable, for the only Euboean known to have borne any of these three 
names is Euthyretos the father of Antimenes of Aly. (I.G., XII, 9, 246 A 1 1). There is no indication 
of the date of the stele, but if the fathers of Oropokles and Antimenes were identical or related 
the inscription would suggest that Aty. was probably not far from Magoula. Unfortunately there 
is little reason to suppose them related, for in more than half of the cases where a name is borne 
by only two Eretrians whose demes are known, those two men come from different demes. (In 
this calculation fathers who have the same name have been presumed to be two different men,- 
see footnote 28 on p. 128,-so that the result is rather too favorable to the chances of identification; 
the fact that some pairs of rare names in the same deme will belong to different men has a similar 
influence on the result.) This conclusion was somewhat laborious to establish but may be of general 
interest to epigraphists, for it shows that men with the same rare name should not be identified 
on that ground alone even when both are apparently contemporary citizens of a comparatively 
small city. 

46 See discussion above, on p. 130. 
47 Proposed above, p. 132, note 41. 
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only about one square mile.48 The Wilhelm- 
Papabasileiou identification (see above, p. 132, 
note 41) with a place on Mt. Kotylaion was 
based only on the supposed survival of the 
name, but has been accepted by Geyer 49 and 
Ziebarth. 

The twenty names listed under a poorly pre- 
served heading in I.G., XII, 9, 249 in which 
Ziebarth assumed a stonecutter's error in order 
to read C4[] A[t]y[XE4A]E[tprs], (B 220-240), 
are more likely to belong to men from AacKE- 

0Ev.50 There is no justification for Ziebarth's 
restoration. 

'AXtoeGv 
This deme is known from a single sepulchral 

inscription, I.G., XII, 9, 532, which reads 
'A7ro'kAn& I 'avtov 'AXtur-0Ev. As the stele is 
built into the wall of a private house at Eretria, 
it is probable that it was found in the neighbor- 
hood, and we may tentatively assign the deme 
to District III Mesochoron, or less probably 
to District IV. 

'ApapvvOos 
The abbreviation appears as 'A/ap. or 'A/ia. 

(possibly 'A/iapvv. in I.G., II2, 230 b, line 13). 
Strabo (448) says Tav'Ti-s (i. e., Eretria) 8' 

EO1T& KO)/U V 'A/papvvGos a+4' brTa oTa8twv roV TEtXOV%, 

but this exact statement of distance is ap- 
parently only one of his numerous errors about 
Euboea. No considerable remains have been 
found so near the city; many inscriptions, how- 
ever, have been found near Ka'TO and 'Avw 

BacWeta five or six miles to the east at the foot 
of Mt. Kotylaion: as these include six or seven 
dedications to Artemis, Apollo, and Leto, and 
fragments of victor lists from the games of 
some festival, it is reasonable to assume that 
the great temple of Artemis Amarynthia lay 
in the vicinity although its remains have not 
yet been identified. Stephanus Byzantinus, s. v. 
Ko7r6atov, preserves the information that Mt. 
Kotylaion was sacred to Artemis (as the Ere- 
trian Mt. Olympos apparently also was-see 
I.G., XII, 9, 260). 

4e 'Aa. 

The abbreviation appears as e 'Aa. only (k 
A. in I.G., XII, 9, 191 B 4 is more likely to 
stand for 'es Aty.). 

The deme belonged to District I. Indeed 12 
of the 17 men of this district in I.G., XII, 9, 
241 are from Ce 'Au. 

'A4apevOEv 

The abbreviation appears as 'A4apev., 'A4ape., 
'A4ap., and 'Aba. The full form also occurs 
without the final v. 

This large deme belonged to District III 
Mesochoron, and the evidence of the sepulchral 
inscriptions (see above, p. 127) suggests that 
it was in or near Eretria. 

Bovto'Ev 

The abbreviation appears as Bov&o., Bovt., 
Bovo., and Bov. The full form also occurs with- 
out the final v. 

48 As nearly as can be estimated from the 1: 200,000 map of Euboea and Boeotia published 
by the Greek Tourism Association. 

49 Topographie und Geschichte der Insel Euboia, Berlin, 1903, p. 78. 
50 Four of them recur, reversed, as names of men from AaK. in this same inscription, and with 

249 B 226 KEdrapXog TwooOEvov compare 248 A 9 Ttuoo[0] E,vq KXEtT[- -1, a AaK. man. (It should 
be mentioned, however, that one of the twenty names recurs in AtoL.-I.G., XII, Supp., 555, 1. 32- 
and two, reversed, recur one in AtoL. and one in Zap.) Without a squeeze it is difficult to discuss 
the question, but it may be pointed out that of the scholars who edited the inscription before 
Ziebarth, Tsountas (in 'E+. 'ApX., 1887, p. 100) read >. a r-- here (his majuscule text on p. 90 
is slightly different), while Stavropoulos (in 'E+. 'ApX., 1895, p. 136) read no letters at all in this 
line. Ziebarth remarks on his restoration of the heading: " supplevi quia ArjuVAoq llapauo'vov fuit 
E'e Ay. teste titulo 244 A 21." But 244 A 21 reads [Ayqu?]v'Xosl Hapauo'vov e Aty; IIapa6ovos is the 
commonest of all Eretrian names, and the lacuna might be filled by 'APK, 'AoT, MtK, Etu, 4av, or 
45wx: all of which would give names already attested at Eretria. 
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This large deme appears curiously late, I.G., 
XII, 9, 244 (ca. 280 B.C.) being the first in- 
scription to list any citizen as from Bovo. It is 
remarkable that there is no one from Bovo. in 
either of the long lists 245 and 246, which 
between them carry nearly 1,300 names of men 
from 31 different demes. It is possible that 
Bovo. was not formed until later than most of 
the other demes.5' 

A man from Bovo. may appear in I.G., XII, 
9, 240, but the demotic in line 29, BtoTi-os: 

Ev,/tov: [B]ov.., cannot be considered certain. 
Wilhelm recorded no letters after the name, and 
Stavropoulos queried his own reading of 
[B]ov... A BWTorsO Evf83Lov occurs in ' 0ponros in 
249 B 108, which is 20-30 years later in date. 

In 248 B 22 Ziebarth (in I.G., XII, Supp.) 
restores [Bov8to'6] Ev because the one citizen 
under this heading is [-- -]Xo EZKT7yJuOVtSov, 

and the only other EVKTr1jLOVt8rjS known at Ere- 
tria is from Bov&. This suggestion may be 
strengthened by carrying it a step further. It 
can be seen from Kourouniotes' photograph 
('ApX. 'E+., 1911, p. 21), or even from Zie- 
barth's carefully spaced majuscule text, that 
if [Bovoto'] Ev is correct, the deme in line 19 
must have had a very short name, for no trace 
of it shows on the preserved surface: it should 
not contain more than 7 letters. And it should 
end in -0Ev as all the headings in this inscription 
apparently did. Now of the twenty Eretrian 
deme-names which are known'in this adverbial 

form, only AacKE0EV is as short as 7 letters.A2 
And it is a reasonable restoration on general 
grounds, for AacKE0E comes just before Bov&o'E 
on face A of this same inscription, and the 
names in lines 20 and 21 are both attested for 
AaK. Indeed whether [Bovoto'9]Ev is correct or 
not in line 22, the length of the seven other 
headings of which some letters remain makes 
AacOfYr-or some unknown deme-name which 
was equally short-necessary in line 19, for 
there is no room for a man's name, and no other 
Eretrian demotic ending in -0Ev is at least two 
letters shorter than 5 or 6 of the others, as 
this was. 

Ziebarth's restoration of line 4 in 248 B- 
[EK KorvXa] t'Ov must, however, be rejected: 
there is no reason to suppose that the line con- 
tained a heading rather than a man's name, 
especially as all the other headings in this in- 
scription are of the -0Ev form, and in any case 
the restoration is too short-the lacuna should 
be filled by 13-15 letters instead of 8. 

There is no direct evidence for the deme's 
position. Papabasileiou ('E+. 'Apx., 1905, p. 27) 
says that a place Bov8o'oX, north of Aliveri, still 
keeps the name. 

rpv'yxat 

The abbreviation appears as rpvryXq., rpvv., 
rpvy., and rpv. The plural of the " ethnic " in 
the Athenian tribute-quota lists 63 is rpvvXES, 

51 If Bov8. was formed late, and then partly out of territory which had belonged to AaKE0Ev, 

we could understand the close prosopographical connections of these two demes, and in particular 
how it is that 'Ov17pqoA 'Apuvav8pov appears as AaK. in 240 (ca. 305 B.C.) and as Bov& in 249 (ca. 
280 B.C.), while 'ApE'rwv 'Opmyt6vos similarly appears as AaK. in 244 (ca. 280? B.C.) and as Bov8. in 
249. But such speculation is dangerous: there are, as has been said, about 9 other instances at 
Eretria of what appears to be the same man being listed in one inscription with one demotic and 
in another with another. 

52 The demotic in I.G., II2, 230 b 14 (see revised text of this inscription below, 'p. 145) 
-- [.]7r[ .1] -qEv - - perhaps also qualifies, but it should be noticed that the inscription is Attic and 
about fifty years earlier. Of the rest, 8 demes are 8 letters long in the -6Ev form, 7 are 9 letters 
long, 2 are 10, and MtvOovvio'GEv is 12. This leaves 25 to 30 demes about which we have no direct 
evidence except that 8 of them have more than 3 letters in the root and so would give a -0Ev form 
more than 7 letters long, while 12 of the others seem always to appear with aro' or (K instead of 
the adverbial form. But we know too little to argue that other short -&Ev forms did not exist. 

53 See Meritt, Wade-Gery and McGregor, The Athenian Tribute Lists, Vol. I, 1939, pp. 256-257. 
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later rpVyXEs; also BpvvXEtEs. The Eretrian in- 
scriptions have rpvyXE.tq and rpvyXfOEv. The 
name of the town itself was prolably rpv'YXat 
(Steph. Byz. gives both tPv'yXat and Tpv'Xat and 
Lykophron 54 refers to a mountain called 
Tpv'xavra which, Geyer suggests, is the vocative 
of Tpv'Xaq, a variant of the town's name). Geyer 
makes out a good case 55 for putting Grynchai 
in the hilly eastern part of the 'EpETptK4 near 
Cape Oktonia. 

If Ziebarth's reading of I.G., XII, 9, 241, 

line 82 is correct, Grynchai was in District IV: 
otherwise it seems probable, Ifrom the occur- 
rence of its demesmen in I.G., XII, 9, 191 B, 
that it was in District II: it will be seen from 
the map that either affiliation is geographically 
possible. 

It is possible that the orator of I.G., XII, 9, 
213-a fragmentary but interesting decree 
about the consultation of an oracle by the 
state-was a man from Grynchai. The first 
two lines, as published by Ziebarth, read: 

[ANomen . . .] F7rXrOEvv 4Xo$evov ErEV ,Ets /3-vXry crqi4v /Lc tav 
[Etk AcXooVs Epo'vT] v Trov 0Eoiv 'EpETptewv 'vrEp 7rWv (E'+otuxvwv To- 

(in Ziebarth's text the second r of Epwm'VrWV 

was inadvertently omitted-see his Addenda). 
I unfortunately have no squeeze and am de- 
pendent on the poor photograph published by 
Kourouniotes in 'ApX. 'E+., 1911, p. 33, and on 
an only slightly better one which I took myself 
in the Chalkis Museum: neither is good enough 
to provide any check on the reading of the first 
few letters in line 1. Careful measurements 
made on both photographs do, however, provide 
the information that the mid-point of line 1 
falls in the 7r of eJ7ev (a small part of the left 
edge of the inscribed surface, below the taenia, 
is preserved and makes the measurement fairly 
dependable). The letter in line 2 immediately 
below this 7r is the v of 0o'v. It is thus reason- 
able to suppose that there were, in lines 1 and 
2, almost the same number of letters on either 
side of this 7r and this v respectively. In line 1 
there are 29 letters to the right of 7r; in line 2 
there are 30 letters to the right of v. In line 1 
Ziebarth reads 18 letters left of 7r (Kourouniotes 
read 17, omitting the first ,u); thus the lacuna 
should contain about 11 letters. If we restore 

['Aurv'voyos rp]vyxi8Ev 4ItAoe,vov (supposing the 
orator to be the son of ItXot'evos 'Aorvvo4ov 

rppvyX,,Ev in 249 B 366, an inscription which is 
roughly fifty years earlier), we fill the space 
requirements exactly, and as only the tops of 
the first letters are preserved, YrX may well 
have been mistaken for MIHA, which cannot be 
restored as part of any known Eretrian demo- 
tic. While Philoxenos is not an uncommon 
name, the son of Astynomos is the only 
Philoxenos from Grynchai to appear in the 
citizen-lists. (It may also be pointed out that 
Ziebarth's restoration of the lacuna in line 2 
is about 5 letters too short.) 

The abbreviation appears as Ata/ma., Atau., 

and Aur. 
The deme is in District I, according to I.G., 

XII, 9, 241, line 15 where the reading is certain. 
It may be noticed that the other demes of Dis- 
trict I, which was presumably south of Styra, 
were as one would expect small, and that Arju.'s 
prosopographical connections appear to be 

central rather than southern.56 It is unfortunate 

54 Lykophron, Alexandra, 374. 
55 Fritz Geyer, Topographie und Geschichte der Insel Euboia, 1903, pp. 73-74. 
56 Ata. most often shares rare names with Hyp., A'y., Tapt., and HeTp.-but little weight can 

be put on this kind of argument, for membership in a deme may have been at Eretria, as at Athens, 
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that AcqlA.'s position in District I should depend 
on a single entry, but even so the chance of a 
stonecutter's error seems remote. 

IUv'aTros (Plate XXII) 

The abbreviation appears as Avaro., Avrr., 

Ava., and Av. 
Dystos was one of the most important towns 

in the 'EpETPwK. There is no doubt about its 
position, for there are extensive remains,57 and 
a modern village near by preserves the name, as 
does also a Roman sarcophagus found on the 
site.58 It belonged to District II. 

Dystos has been supposed to be a Dryopian 
foundation because of the ending -a7OSr (cf. 
rEpatalTo%, KapvarTos, etc.)59 and this conclusion 
is borne out by the " Styrian" character of 
many of the names of its demesmen. 

Curiously enough, neither Dystos nor the 
neighboring Zarex appears in any of the third- 
century citizen-lists 60-an anomaly made all 

the more striking by the occurrence of a single 
Dystian among the' 860 citizens listed in 245. 
Men from such southern demes as Styra, His- 
tiaia and " Minth." continue to appear in large 
numbers. It is hard to believe that this dis- 
appearance is entirely due to the fragmentary 
character of our information,6' but the explana- 
tion is obscure. 

'Eye. 
Known only from I.G., XII, 9, 191 C 27 

(Ziebarth's line 26), where the reading seems 
certain. It is possible (but perhaps improbable) 
that 'Eye. is an error for 'y Ne. Its occurrence 
here is perhaps some slight reason to suppose 
that the deme was in District III. 

'Eyw. 
The abbreviation appears only in this form. 

And the deme is known only from I.G., XII, 
9, 246.62 T', TqLoUpov, whose sepulchral stele 

hereditary rather than dependent on where one lived. Several names of Atau. men appear also in 
other demes: 

TqLapx1i8V Tt,uoXapovt,-trp. in 555 line 6, Tau. in 249 B 300 (note also TlptapXos TtuapXc'ov 
Zap.-245 A 251) 
t?-q 'OVtKOS &-quOTL/Oov---At'/. in 245 B 215 but Zap. in the same inscription, B 71 ! Note these 
names reversed in taUtU. in 555 line 11, and in Aax. ?-see footnote 50, p. 134-in 249 B 238. 
HOXVaTpaTOS HoAv@evov-ALaU. in 555 line 42, 11p. in 245 A 301. 

The explanation of this is obscure, but as none of the names is unusual it is possible in these 
cases that we have to do with different men who happened to have the same name and father's name. 

5 The results of a brief investigation of them were published by T. Wiegand in " Dystos," 
Ath. Mitt., XXIV, 1899, pp. 458-467, with a large plan and a number of photographs. It is much 
to be desired that further excavation should be undertaken here. 

58 I.G., XII, 9, 88. 
59 See Fritz Geyer, Topographie und Geschichte der Insel Euboja, 1903, p. 111. 
60 It is, however, quite possible that the orator of the third-century decree published as I.G., 

XII, Supp., 552, should have his demotic restored as Ava7OCEv, f or his father seems to have been 
called XopOvtxoT--a name which appears only twice otherwise at Eretria, once certainly, and the 
other time probably as that of a man from Ava. (See note 5, p. 116.) 

61 But compare Oivo., 'Pa4t., 4aaXX., and 4XAt.-large demes for which also there is no evidence 
in the third century. 

62 Ziebarth's restoration (in I.G., XII, Supp.) of line 8 of I.G., XII, 9, 243 (an inscription 
which is now lost, published by Girard in B.C.H., II, 1878, p. 277) as ['Aya0GWvv]to 'AptOTrJVV4OV 
['Eyo.], of which he says supplevi ex 246 B 24: 'Apta "'vvuwo 'AyacdvV`1ov 'Eywx, is unacceptable, 
first because he might equally well have compared 245 B 434: 'APTTaOSvvtto KpLTO8'l/uoV OiV.-'Aput- 
1wvv1os is in any case not an unusual name at Eretria-and secondly because Girard's majuscule 
copy shows space for only two letters before the -,uos. (It is true that in his minuscule text Girard 
prints ... ,uos but this would make line 8 about four letters longer than line 9, and it is clear 
that Girard was not using the convention that one dot equals one missing letter.) 
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was built into a house at Eretria (I.G., XII, 
9, 745), may have been related to Tt/At8ys Tquw- 
8&pov 'Eye. (I.G., XII, 9, 246 B 90) which is 
perhaps a slight reason for guessing that the 
deme may have belonged to District III. I.G., 
XII, 9, 241, line 103 (see text above, p. 120) 
is probably to be completed as either 'Ey[W.] 
or Iy [Mv]-the deme in question, whichever 
it is, belongs to District IV. 

e 'Evt. 

The abbreviation appears as e 'Evt. and e$ 'Ev. 
The deme is known only from I.G., XII, 9, 

245 and from a restored name in 244 A 39. 
The fact that it exclusively shares three 

rather unusual names-Atovv as 1Lpo9v1&,' 
and TYytai'mvw-with Kwh. is perhaps some slight 
reason for placing it between Dystos and Styra. 

(e 'Eux 

The abbreviation usually appears as e 3'ET. 

(k$ 'EaX. only in I.G., XII, 9, 246A331). 
The deme is in District I. It was thus proba- 

bly south of Styra; if so its position would 
lend color to Ziebarth's guess that it is to be 
completed as Ce 'EoXartq63 but this is very 
uncertain. 

Za'pr/t 

The full forms of the demotic are Zap KWtO 

or ZapqKO'GOV, the abbreviations Zap-q., Zap., or Za. 
The position is certain. Plutarch refers to 

an Eretrian fort ZacpqTpa (Stavropoulos would 
emend to Zap,Ka) at the narrowest part of the 
island (Phokion, 13); and remains have been 
found near the modern village of ZapKa which 

preserves the name.64 The town was probably 
originally Dryopian.65 

Zarex was the largest of the Eretrian demes 
to judge by the number of demesmen whose 
names are known. It is curious, as was re- 
marked above under &'arros, that it appears in 
none of the citizen-lists later than ca. 300 B.C. 

There are about 9 cases in which men from 
Zarex appear to have sons in other demes (or 
vice versa), but as in f our cases both " father " 
and "son" appear in the same inscription 
(245), it is difficult to see any significance in 
the fact. The demes so connected with Zarex 
are Atou. (3 times), AvNrTos, Kwpi., AaK. (?) ey 
NE., Tau., and 4aXX. (twice). 

Ianata 

The abbreviation appears as tlonat., Iarta., 
Ian., 'JOrT., and (once) 'Io-., while the whole 
word is 'Icrtaat?Oev, IcrtaL?aGe, JIrta?)Gv and 
JTaL?)9Ev, or IoTtat6g. The deme has the same 
name as the city on the north coast of the island. 
Why this should be is obscure, for there is no 
indication that the Ellopians of the north ever 
reached the center of the island; 66 there was 
also a deme of this name at Athens. 

Histiaia was in District II. 

KapKLvov'Otot 

Known only from I.G., XII, Supp. 555 lines 
82-84 where two ephebes appear under this 
heading. 

KoriXatov 

Known only from I.G., XII, 9, 249 67 where 

63 Ziebarth's reason-that there was a ovXr 'EaXartL'rt at Tenos which, according to Strabo, 
448, once belonged to Eretria-has lost some of its small relevance with the discovery, from I.G., 
XII, Supp. 555, line 21 TMXEaLv, that (K T. is unlikely to have been an abbreviation for 'K T'vov. 

64 See further Schol. Lykophron, Alex., 373 for Zacpa as the name of a mountain in Euboea, 
and discussions by Stavropoulos in 'E+. 'ApX., 1895, 149, and by Geyer, op. cit., p. 74. 

65 The names of men from Zarex are often "Styrian" in character; thus E7rtrt/oL, AaKWV, 

Mooo-&S& and Y,urtL/-o are otherwise known in Euboea only from the " Styrian," tablets; which also 
contain the name ZapEKta38E. 

66 Geyer, op. cit., p. 20, seems right in rejecting Nonnus' reference (Dionysiaca, XIII, 166) 
to XaXKLs, O7rtaUOOKO/ UWV /TpO7rVo 'EXXo7r'wv as a confusion between the Ellopians and the Abantes 
(whom Homer calls 0grn,v Ko/Lo'wvTrE). See also below under J?akaXpto. 

67 Ziebarth's restoration [E'K KoruXa][ov in 248 B 4 has been rejected above, p. 135. 
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the heading appears as KornXatd' and as (K 

KorvXalov. The abbreviation (K K. in 249 B 420 
may refer to this deme or may stand for (K 

Kw,at5v. This is the only clear instance of 
ambiguity in the deme abbreviations. 

The deme must have been on the slopes of 
Mt. Kotylaion, and thus it belonged either to 
District III or to District IV. 

ad,'ro KvX. 

The abbreviation appears as a7ro KvX., abro Kv., 
and 7ro\ K. 

Men called MVm1prTo'XkeptO occur only twice in 
the citizen-lists, one certainly, and probably 
both, from a7ro KvX.68 Thus the grave stele of 
Eudene, daughter of Mneriptolemos, found 
near Aulonari (I,G,, XII, 9, 128, with which 
compare 124 also found near Aulonari) may 
indicate that a7ro KvA. should be placed in this 
general area. It is possibly significant, too, that 
the demes with which a7ro KvX. most often 
shares rare names are (K T-1, and sy Ne. which 
belonged in District V.69 As it is known from 
an almost certain restoration (see the note on 
line 92 of I.G., XII, 9, 241 on p. 123 above) 
that a7ro KvA. belonged in District IV, we may 
feel fairly safe in placing it in the northern 
part of the district near Aulonari, and close to 
the boundary we have assumed for District V. 

The abbreviation appears as (K KptA. and as 
(K Kw. 'EK K. in I.G., XII, 9, 249 B 420 may 
refer to this deme or to Kotylaion. 

Stavropoulos' identification of this deme with 
Kyme is rejected, probably rightly, by Geyer,70 
and Papabasileiou's identification 71 with a place 
he calls Kov,uai on the eastern slope, of Eretrian 

Olympos EvGa Ka't vvWv vrd'pXat mVOtKUtLO0 G$ oAXywv 
OLKUOV Xq KaXv/w' v 7rOtuEVtKwV is not very convincing. 
K,w. shares three rare names with the small deme 
f$ 'Ev&. (see above, s. v.), but this, if significant 
at all, is of no assistance in locating it, for the 
position of 4$ 'EvL. is equally unknown. There 
is, however, one way of approaching the prob- 
lem: very few men from Kwu. have " Cr7roS 
names," and this seems a fairly good reason 
for supposing the deme to have been, southern. 
It may be provisionally placed in District II- 
or, less probably, in District I. 

The deme does not appear in any of the lists 
earlier than ca. 300 B.C. 

AaxclGEv 

The abbreviation appears as AaKE and AaK. 

The full form also appears without the final v. 
The possibility that the twenty men in I.G., 

XII, 9, 249 B 221-240 belong to AaK. has been 
discussed above under ie Aly-Acodptj; (footnote 
50). 

The close prosopographical connection be- 
tween AaK. and Bov8. has been considered in 
footnote 51, and the great frequency with which 
t7r7ros names are borne by AaK. demesmen has 
been discussed on pp. 128 ff. Altogether it 
seems best to place AaK. in District IV (or III). 

MtVGvO,VTO'V 

The abbreviation appears as Mtv6o., MtvO., and 
Mtv. The full form also appears without the v. 

The deme is in District II. 

Cy Mv. 

The abbreviation also appears as Ey M. and, 
once, as a4ro Mv. 

There is no evidence for the deme's position, 

68 The demotic in I.G., XII, 9 246 B 189 should probably be restored as 3'ro K., on the analogy 
of 246 A 159 (see also line 2) since the deme occurs frequently in this inscription. (It may be 
noted also that the man in 246 A 93, whose demotic was omitted, was undoubtedly a7ro KvX. 

for his father is J?v'AaKos 'Av8porcXov &7ro K. in line 99.) 
69 E. g., ropyt%v (a7ro KvA., E'y NE., and (K TM.), Avotuf'vs (a7ro KvX. and Ey NE.), 'eVOTtILOS (g7r? 

KvA. and 4y Ne.), NLKO',8tOS (a7ro KvX., 'IoT., and EK Tr1.). 'A7ro KvX. also shares a number of rare 
names with 'AOap. 

70 Op. cit., p. 63 and p. 75. 
7''E4. 'ApX., 1905, p. 26. 
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unless line 103 in I.G., XII, 9, 241 (see text 
above, p. 120) originally read 'y [Mv.] (the only 
other possibility among the known demes is 
'Ey[K]), in which case it would be in District 
IV. 

Iy Ne. 
The abbreviation also appears as 'y N. 
There are four sy NE. names which recur at 

Eretria only in Tap, BXCirvpos, lpad'sa, 2o0oKAkX7)s 
and 4btXo$evt&js and two (see note 69) which 
recur only as a7ro Kv.; facts which may have 
no significance or may suggest that the neigh- 
bouring positions to which these demes have 
been assigned on other grounds are probably 
roughly right. For a possible connection with 
the River Nedon, see pp. 127, 136. 

The deme was in District V. 

5Evta&Uv 
Known only from I.G., Supp. 555, lines 23-25 

where two ephebes appear under this heading. 

Otvo. 

The abbreviation also appears as Otv. 
Our knowledge of this deme depends upon 

a single inscription, I.G., XII, 9, 245, except 
for Ziebarth's restoration of the first line of 
I.G., XII, 9, 200-2'Ap4Vkaos T [pttka ov Oh'O' 
(or Oitvo'Ev?)]. The restoration is probably 
right, for it fills the lacuna exactly, only one 
other Eretrian name beginning with rho occurs 
in the citizen-lists, and this Archelaos (245 A 
49) must have been contemporary with the 
decree. 

The only evidence for the position of Otv'o. 
is the large number of its demesmen who have 

" 7Mo- names "; this inclines one to place it in 
District III or IV. 

O' a (Alta ? 
The abbreviation also appears as O? 
This deme is very probably the Oichalia, 

well-known in Greek legend, which Strabo 
(448) calls a c r 'Epcrptx'-;, AXtEIavov rf) 

avatp6GaC%s rAvrol viro MHpaKXVov; and of which 
Hekataios says 72 (V 4K ( ?) TP? "ip 'EP6TPtKuc 

elvat OtxXta&v. 
The deme was in District V, and this is, as 

we have seen, some reason for placing it north 
or west of Aulonari. Ulrichs ventured a guess 
that it might be near Neochorion (about five 
miles north-west of Aulonari) ; 73 Mile. J 
Constantinou and M. J. Travlos, who conducted 
some small excavations near Aulonari in 1942, 
suggest that Oichalia may have lain on the east 
slope of the hill called Palaiocastri west of 
Aulonari where they found many Hellenistic 
vase fragments and, at a deeper level, early 
Helladic remains.74 Only new inscriptions can 
settle the question definitely. 

Hava. 

The abbreviation also appears as Hav. 
There is no evidence for this deme's position 

except for the fact that most of the demes 
which occur several times in I.G., XII, 9, 191 C 
probably belonged to District III (see above, 
p. 126). 

HIEZ. 

Known only from I.G., XII, 9, 191 C 28 
(Ziebarth's line 27) where the reading is certain. 
Its occurrence here is perhaps some slight 
reason for supposing that it was in District III 
(see above, p. 126). 

rf1o. 

Known only from J.G., XII, 9, 191 C 26 
(Ziebarth's line 25) where the reading is practi- 
cally certain. Its occurrence here is perhaps 
some slight reason for supposing that it was 
in District III (see above, p. 126). 

72 Ap. Paus., iv, 2, 3. Geyer discusses what is known of the town from literary sources, op. cit., 
pp. 77-78. 

73H. N. Ulrichs, Reisen und Fcrschungen in Griechenland, II (1863), p. 245. 
74 See the brief account of these in B.C.H., 1942-3, p. 327. The excavators' reasons for the 

suggested identification are not reported. 
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HfEpao'Oev 

The full heading also appears as llEpac1q; the 
abbreviated demotic as llEpao., IliEpa., or HlEp. 

It seems probable that Hysp. is to be restored 
as the demotic in either line 96 or line 97 of 
I.G., XII, 9, 241-see above, pp. 123 f. and also 
footnote 56, p. 136). If so, the deme was in 
District IV.75 

IETpv7. 

The abbreviation also appears as IIerp. and 
as IIer. 

Ziebarth placed the deme a few miles north 
of Dystos where the modern village of ILerpag 
is supposed to preserve the name and indicate 
the position. Such identifications are treacher- 
ous, but there seems to be no other evidence. 

(K flXa. 

Known only from I.G., XII, 9, 246 A 46; 
the letters are quite clear in Kourouniotis' 
photograph ('ApX. 'E+., 1911, pl. 2). 

IIf xat 

The abbreviation appears as IIrEX., HreX., 
1IT1E., and lT. The full adverbial form occurs 
once-IlreTX v--in I.G., XII, 9, 221, a decree 
of the late third century the proposer of which 
came from this deme. 

This deme is referred to in I.G., XII, 9, 
191-the agreement between Eretria and Chaire- 
'phanes, who was to drain a marsh which is 
described as being E'v IIrexats. As the deme was 
in District III Mesochoron, there can be little 

doubt that the marsh in question was the one 
which made Eretria so unhealthy that her great 
philosopher Menedemos found it necessary to 
spend every evening drinking to ward off its 
noxious influences, which bred the mosquitoes 
that defeated King Otho's attempt to make 
Eretria an important naval base, and which 
today still lies east of the town, and has in- 
vaded the line of the ancient city walls.78 

TPaoev-6v 

The abbreviation appears as tPa4t. and as 

'Pao. 
The deme belonged to District IV. This fact 

would fit well with Ziebarth's conjecture that 
KXeoyev2p KXAcv8ov whose sepulchral stele (I.G., 
XII, 9, 111) was found some five miles north- 
west of Aliveri, belonged to this deme.77 Un- 
fortunately KXeoyevy' is not an uncommon 
name-it occurs in rpvyxat, Atf. and 4$aXX. as 
well as in 'Pa+.--and the only other KXEWv8&g 
is 'y NE.; so that there seems to be quite as 
much against the conjecture as for it. 

g7rX?. 

The abbreviation also appears as :2r. 
The deme belonged to District III-Meso- 

choron. 
Apart from I.G., XII, 9, 241 where 10 

demesmen appear, there are only two possible 
occurrences of this deme. One is in I.G., II2, 
230 B linel4, where the demotic is perhaps to 
be restored as [X] WGE-see the revised text 
of this inscription, below, p. 145. The other is 

75 It is perhaps worth mentioning that HTyp. shares unusual names with Oiv. and A'y. ('AvrTXapIo, 

Meve'Sylos, lIoXvxpaTi8rj,), but only twelve demesmen are known and no conclusion can be based 
on the fact. 

76 Wiegand, Ath. Mitt., XXIV, 1899, p. 467, identified Ptechai's marsh with that at Dystos- 
presumably because about a quarter of the Eretrians whose names are preserved as swearing to 
the agreement came from Dystos-and Geyer (loc. cit., p. 111) calls this identification possible. 
But as Eustratiades had sensibly remarked -long before ('E+. 'ApX., 1869, p. 326) av rqv ev Av'vopT 
X4liwqv o Xatpeodav- e7rayyeXXero va 'eayayf o X10& fefatuO 0a EXEyk E T7V Xqtfk7VV TqV E'V AVWTT) OVXt l 7V 
eV IITexam. It is also to be noticed that the rent is to be paid 7ij 7ro'Xt (Eretria), the produce is to 
be sold Ev 'EpTPla, and the inscription is to be set up in the temple of Apollo Daphnephoros at 
Eretria. 

77 Fort. TPa+. ut collatis KXeoye`P, KXeoXapov TPa+. n. 245 A 347 et KXeoye`v, KXEOtkE`8OVTO3 'Pao. 
n. 245 B 354 conjecerim (I.G., XII, Supp., p. 176). He might also have mentioned KEAo',uavrt 
KXoye'vov rpvy. 249 B 365. 
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in I.G., XII, 9, 191 C line 23 (Ziebarth's line 
22) where Ziebarth reads Y4r[X]. On my 
squeeze there are clear but curious traces of 
the letter following lambda: a right angle like 
that made by the lower half of the left hasta 
and the beginning of the cross bar of an H. 
The letter probably was H in spite of the 
apparent lack of the upper part of the vertical 
hasta-in any case the restoration 7r[X.] seems 
impossible. Thus either X was omitted in error, 
or there was a deme Erij[-?-]. 
, 

Y,rvpa 

The abbreviation is $,rvpo., :$Tvp., 1-v. or XT. 

The full form appears to have been :$rvpo'6ev.78 
It is not known at what date Styra lost such 

independence as she enjoyed in the fifth cen- 
tury,79 and became part of the 'EpErpLK . It must, 
however, have been earlier than ca. 341, the 
date of I.G., JJ2, 230, for a Styrian appears 
(line 17) in the list of Eretrians on fragment 
b of this inscription (see text below, p. 145).80 

Zarex and Styra were the two most populous, 
as far as it is possible to judge, of the Eretrian 
demes. 

Tac4Lvvat 

The abbreviation appears as Tactvv., Ta,v., 
Tapu, and Ta. The full form is Tav' rq6ev (or 
Ta v'v G), or Ta,uvvets. 

The position of the town has been much dis- 
cussed; 81 unfortunately none of the fairly 
numerous references in ancient literature is of 
much use-the most definite of them is Strabo's 
remark (448) that Tamynai's temple of Apollo 
was '%-<otov TOyV IrOpoi3V." Partly because of 
this indication, and partly because of Hero- 
dotos' supposed mention of Tamynai in VI, 
101,82 the town is usually placed on the coast 
near Aliveri. But Strabo is singularly inac- 
curate about Euboea, and Herodotos' T4c'fivog 
should not be emended to Tau'vats. The epi- 
graphical evidence is not entirely clear, either, 
in spite of the fact that six fragments of victor 
lists from the games held at Tamynai have been 
found (I.G., XII, 9, 91-95a), as well as a frag- 
ment of an early fourth century lex sacra from 
Tamynai's (?) temple of Apollo, and one grave 
inscription which probably belonged to a man 
from this deme.83 Of these inscriptions the 

78 Cf. I.G., XII, 9, 259, line 3, and I.G., II2, 230 b, line 18. 
79 If the town was completely independent it is rather curious that it never issued coins; at least 

no coins have been identified as Styrian (Eckhel in Doctrina Numorum Veterum, II, p. 325, 
attributes to Styra a bronze coin with a shell-fish type inscribed ETY, but he has not been followed 
in this attribution by later scholars). There are various indications of dependence on Eretria in 
the fifth century. Eualkides, for instance, the Eretrian general in Ionia in 499/8 B.C., has a Styrian 
name. And Herodotos lists the 600 Eretrians and Styrians, who fought at Plataea, together, as if 
they formed a single force (ix, 28). There are, on the other hand, a number of reasons for 
believing that Styra was actually independent, such as her separate position on the Plataea monu- 
ment, in th1e tribute-quota lists, and in Thucydides' list of those who sailed on the Sicilian expedition. 
The question is complicated and not important for our present purpose. 

80 Bechtel, in Hermes, XXXV, 1900, p. 330, says, of two men in I.G., XII, 9, 191, " diese 
Styraer sind keine Burger der autonomen Stadt Styra, sondern Burger der Stadt Eretria aus dem 
Demos Styra." But the theory that the town and the deme were merely homonymous, as was 
apparently the case with the deme and the city called Histiaia, cannot be maintained in view of the 
close relation between the names on the Styrian tablets and the names of the Eretrian citizens of 
the deme Styra. For instance, the name Avo-tKpairrs occurs four times on the Styrian tablets, and 
once on an early grave stele found near Styra; its only occurrence otherwise in Euboea is as the 
father's name of an Eretrian whose deme was Xrwp. And At?/tV ,i/)vos appears on a sepulchral 
stele found at Styra (I.G., XII, 9, 64): the only other instances of the name are two Eretrians 
both of whom belong to the deme :irvp. 

81 Geyer summarizes the various arguments, op. cit., pp. 76-77. 
82 See above, p. 130. 83 Discussed above, p. 128. 
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victor list which mentions Tamynai by name 
was found in 1858 in a house near Aliveri: 
it was thus not in situ. The other five related 
lists and the grave inscription were all found, 
at different times, near Aulonari, while the lex 
sacra was once built into the church of St. 
George about five kilometers west of Aulonari. 
Tamynai should accordingly be looked for 
rather nearer to Aulonari, which is 8 or 9 miles 
inland, than to Aliveri, which is about one mile 
from the strait:84 Excavation will probably 
settle the question definitely at some future date. 

The deme was in District IV. 

TE4L (Evo0 ? ) 

Only one member of this deme is known- 
the I7r7roKXE'-s of I.G., XII, 9, 191 C 44-unless 
Ziebarth's restoration of line 10 on side B of that 
inscription be accepted.85 It is clear from Hero- 
dotos VI, 10186 that the deme lay on the coast, 
and also that it was near Aty.-i. e., in District 
IV. Stavropoulos suggested ('E4. 'ApX., 1895, 
p. 153, note 11) that it may have been named 
from the temenos par excellence of the Ere- 
trians, the sanctuary of Artemis at Amarynthos: 
the fact that there is also a deme called Amaryn- 
thos ('A,uap. or 'Apuapvv. [?]), perhaps makes 
this theory less likely, although TE/A. will not 

in any case have been far from the sanctuary 
of Artemis. 

TV,Xet863V 

This is probably the deme which is abbre- 
viated as (K T. or (K T. 

If Ziebarth's highly probable restoration of 
line 113 of I.G., XII, 9, 241 is correct, the deme 
was in District V. 

The orator of I.G., XII, 9, 218 is un- 
doubtedly identical with A'oXtvac&s ropytvos 
(K T. (I.G., XII, 9, 245 A 278). 

4IaAXaptot 

The abbreviation appears as 4aXX., Dak., and 
bat. 

Hesychios refers to an aKpa T7s Evi/ot'as called 
1a?JXa or dIbaXaKpa, and Ptolemy mentions a 
promontory on the north coast called Phalassia. 
Apparently the name of this deme, like that of 
the deme Histiaia, derives in some ununder- 
stood way from the north of the island. Under 
the circumstances the fact that 4aXX.'s prosopo- 
graphical connections are closest with lIoT.- 
Evl9v'/tos, Opauv'/3ovXos, la'TatKog and CXo'jXqkos 
are names which occur only in these two 
demes-may be a result of propinquity, and 
one may guess that 4aXX. was near 'IST. in 
District II.87 

84 Tamynai's prosopographical connections are closest with 'y NE. (BVXrvpos, lIpae'a s, :o4oiXjs, 
and blXO$EVi&8q are names which occur only in these two demes); if this were any reason to suppose 
the demes contiguous it would so far be an indication that Tamynai was inland, but no such con- 
clusion can be drawn until more is known of the basis of membership in a deme at Eretria. At 
Athens such membership was hereditary, and did not depend on domicile. 

85 See note 22. 
86 See the discussion of this passage above, p. 130. 
87 Ziebarth's reading 4-a. in I.G., XII, 9, 191 C 18 (his line 17) has been mentioned above, 

note 21. Only the extreme bottom tip of the first hasta of the second letter is visible, so that it is 
not clear how much the stroke slanted, and H seems a possible reading (some of the supposedly 
vertical strokes in this inscription slant forward a little). If (a. does appear in this part of the 
inscription, that is some slight reason for supposing that the deme was in the central rather than 
the southern part of the 'EpETptKc'. 

'Upwrta8-s BLo'rrov tIaXX. (I.G., XII, 9, 245 B 421) is undoubtedly the man whose family 
dedication to Artemis, Apollo and Leto was found by the shore near Amarynthos (I.G., XII, 9, 142). 
This is no indication, however, that the deme should be located in the neighbourhood-no. 140 is a 
similar dedication by a Zarex family. Artemis Amarynthia clearly attracted dedications from all 
over the 3EpETptK7q. 
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P1yoEd3 

The abbreviation occurs as 4)yo., (y. and 

The appearance of members of this deme in 
I.G., XII, 9, 191, C is some reason for placing 
it in District III. 

EK 4pa. 

The abbreviation also appears as E(K 4?. 

The abbreviation appears as 4Xtev., DXE., and 
4)X; the full form appears also as JXAed0av. 

The only evidence for the position of the 
deme is the large number of " Lr7ros-names " 
among its demesmen: this should mean that it 
was central.88 

Xotpeat 

The abbreviation appears as Xotp. or Xot; the 
full form as Xotp7Oev. 

The deme is mentioned by Herodotos, VI, 
101 as one of the places where the Persians 
landed their cavalry before attacking Eretria 
in 490 B.C. It was thus probably in District 
IV.89 Ziebarth suggests that the village of 
Kovpoivt of the present 8'o,u KorvXatwv may 
preserve the name. 

The orator of I.G., XII, 9, 222 was from 
this deme. 

ex XV7. 

The abbreviation also appears as (iK Xv. and 
XK X. 

The deme was in District I. 

(d '1ov. 

The abbreviation also appears as 'E 'Q. 
There is no indication of its position. 

'12pW7ro' 

The abbreviation appears as '1pwzro., '1ponr., 
'2po7r., 'Qpw., and 'Qp. The full heading is 
'S1poffo'ev or 'i2pJ7rtoc. The deme was certainly 
homonymous with Oropos across the Euboean 
strait: Stephanus Byzantinus says s. v. 1&2poros, 

6UT ICt Ka\t ad1 Evf/oia." 90 

The deme was in District IV."' 

DOUBTFUL DEMES 

3AXEp. 

The evidence for this deme is four letters in 
a single inscription where both reading and 
interpretation are uncertain. The inscription is 
I.G., II2, 230-an alliance between Athens and 
Eretria which is probably to be dated in 341/0. 
There are two separate pieces, which were con- 
nected by Wilhelm on the basis of the similarity 
of the script; one, frag. a, carries the text, the 
other, f rag. b, carries a list of names with demo- 
tics most of which are clearly Eretrian. The 
readings of frag. b, as published in I.G., II2,92 

88 The fact that its prosopographical connections are closest with Bovo.-the rare names 
BovXaorn8Ls, KaAXXtruos, and 4?avaJrs occur only in these two demes-possibly points in the same 
direction. 

89 See further note 41. 
90 The explanation, as with Histiaia, is obscure. It should be noticed that Wilamowitz's theory 

that Oropos was an Eretrian colony (" Oropos und die Graer," Hermes, XXI, 1886, pp. 91-115) 
is unacceptable in so far as it depends on the occurrence of rhotacism in the dialect of both places, 
for rhotacism at Eretria is now known probably not to have occurred earlier than the fifth century. 
I hope to discuss this matter at greater length elsewhere. 

91 Otherwise I.G., XII, 9, 744, a grave stele, carrying the remarkable name Ia'vTaLVos, which 
was found between Vasilike and Eretria, would incline one to guess that the deme was west of the 
city, for there is one other IIavTatvos known in Euboea-an Eretrian of the deme 'Qp'Wros. 

92 The text published by Ziebarth in I.G., XII, 9, page 162 is very similar. 
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may be improved as follows from the squeeze 
at the Institute for Advanced Study: 

I.G., II2, 230b 4TOIX 
["Apxwv? or 8 spaces] vacat 
[v .]. 'A]ep . [- vacat ?-] 
[ETpan)y] I vacat 
[v ... . ],u 4Ev]s Xoop. [vv] vacat 

5 [v 3AX] K1as iEK Xv. vacat 
[v] 'Ibr7rou&'v[7qs] MaG. vacat 

V JP*EVO'7t/OS3 [At1]yq. V. vV 
V KXEapXog AIjya ? -vacat-] 

v IXt'kas Z.ap. v [- vacat-] 
10 A'I7r7rapXo . A [ I- - - 

V Kat ot' trrc [sv v] vacat 

TatlapXot vacat 
V 'E[.]p[.]ywV 'A[p]a.[v]v vacat 
V A [/Aap]xog [Y]r[X]i5ev vacat 

15 V 'Epa[ult7]7ros [..]lpItv vacat 
V A[-] g. [Kp]iavTV EO .30Q9 vacat 
V [.jl [... vT]Vpo6Ev vacat 

f f3ovXt [vv] vacat 
vacat 

The text of f rag. a reads in part: 0o'uouaa 8o 
T71V tvv[7'K1qV 1EpETPlEWV .,UV V TNV TE OVM'V'] I TOVS rEVTE- 

t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 
7- \ \\ 

] 3 C I 

Koo(tO [VS Kal TOVS aTpaT7,yOv1 Kat a apXaTs aXaaas. 

Frag. b seems to be a list of the Eretrians 
who swore to the agreement: an archon (?), 
6 generals (?), the hipparch and the knights, 
5 taxiarchs, and the boule. In line 1 I.G., II, 
J.G., JJ2, and Ziebarth in I.G., XII, 9, all read 
ep. There are traces which might be so inter- 
preted above the axE of line 2; they are, how- 
ever, very shallow, and seem to be too high to 
belong to line 1 and too low to belong to a line 
above that; on the whole I am inclined to think 
that no letters were inscribed on the preserved 
surface (about two lines) above line 2. The 

question arises, who was the man from '3xep? 
The list of Eretrians would seem to be com- 
plete unless there was perhaps an archon: there 
would be room for " apXov " or " 6o apXwv " at 
the beginning of line 1 where the stone is 
broken away. As the preserved surface seems 
to be uninscribed above line 2, this is perhaps 
the most reasonable hypothesis. If, however, 
the man from 'AXEp could possibly be the last 
of a list of Athenians who also swore to the 
agreement, 'AXEp would then be the known Attic 
deme 'AXEp8oiv3, and it would be unnecessary to 
suppose that there was an otherwise unattested 
Eretrian deme beginning with those letters. 
Unfortunately it is impossible to decide the 
question on the evidence available. 

E'vi 0 qv 
This deme abbreviation occurs only in I.G., 

JJ2, 230 b 16 (see the revised text of the in- 
scription on this page). The last letters are 
uncertain: ? (or O), H (or N), N (more likely 
than T). 

See note on line 37 of I.G., XII, 9, 241 (page 
123 above). 

HapOE'vLov 

There is known to have been a place of this 
name in Euboea 9 and there may have been an 
Eretrian deme called IIapGe'vtov. The only evi- 
dence is I.G., XII, 9, 249 B 218 94 where a single 
name appears under the heading ( ?) Hap- 
0Evt[--]. As the headings and names inscribed 
in the triangular space at the top of this side 
of the inscription are in letters of the same 
size,95 it seems possible that Hapev&- may have 
been part of some name such as flap9E'vtos (not 

llap9E'VlOV, 7rO'Xt Eb3otas (Steph. Byz.). The scholiast on Pindar, 01., VI, 149 refers to a 
Euboean river called " Parthenios." 

94Ziebarth's restoration of the demotic in I.G., II2, 230 b 15 as II[a]p9Ev is impossible: see 
revised text on this page. 

95 r(t a rAEvps B . . .Ta\ SC EvtKa\ 8Ev eJvat yeypau' va 8t\ uEyaXEtrEpwv LXXL vOOV St' appatoTepOv 

ypapu,adTwv . . . Kal T q 7rXEvpas SC B ot' E7f TOV r ETo/uaTOV SoTaXOt Jliam fe/laaL VcYTEpoTEpOt TO)V ca'XXw 
(Tsountas, 'E4O. 'Apx., 1887, pp. 83-84). I take it that &paLoTE'pwv means "more widely spaced," but 
whether or not this applies to the headings in the gable is not clear. In Tsountas' majuscule copy 
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otherwise known in Euboea) instead of a deme 
heading-without a squeeze or a photograph 
it is impossible to tell. 

Stavropoulos (followed by Ziebarth) would 
place the deme on the north-eastern slopes of 
Kotylaion where the modern village of Partheni 
seems to preserve the name 96 and where ancient 
remains exist. 

Se [- p 

See under " >iXAv.," p. 141. 

XK Xa. 

This deme is known only from I.G., XII, 9, 
246 B 156. 

It is possible that the A is a stonecutter's 
error for Y: the chief reason for thinking so 
is that E'K X. is frequently used as an abbrevia- 
tion for EK XV7; 97 if there had been a deme 
EK Xa., this form would have produced a kind 
of ambiguity which seems to have been very 
carefully avoided in the deme abbreviations.98 

In recognising the city state as the characteristic Greek political unit historians 
have been inclined to regard Athens and Sparta as somewhat exceptional in that each 
possessed a considerable territory. Adcock, for example, says: " The demands of a 
system, the need for land, turned Lacedaemon into a territorial state but, outside 
Sparta, Attica is the only part of Greece where any considerable territory was guided 
constantly by a single will. Compared with the thousand square miles of Attica, the 
territory controlled by any other Greek city-state was very small. The Boeotian cities 
apart from Thebes govern on an average about 70 square miles, Sicyon 140, Phlius 
70, Corinth 350, the eight cities of Euboea on an average 180, even islands with a 
single city like Chios little more than 300, and this island is the greatest." 9 The 
extent of Eretrian territory cannot be accurately estimated because of the uncertainty 
about her western and northern boundaries-the exact line between her territory and 
that of Karystos is also uncertain. But she probably controlled some 500 square miles 
(it is about 25 miles from Eretria to the tip of the Grynchai promontory, and a little 
over 40 miles in a straight line from Eretria to Karystos). Indeed if future excava- 
tion should stubstantially increase our knowledge of Eretria, as it probably will, the 
city will be of interest partly just because it is, on a smaller scale, in this as in other 
ways, so similar to Athens. 

WILLIAM WALLACE 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, 

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO 

the letters of most (but not of all) of the headings are more widely spaced than the names: 
IIAP?ENI- is spaced as the names are. Neither of the later editors, Stavropoulos and Ziebarth, 
discusses the question. 

96 Stavropoulos, 'E+. 'Apx., 1895, p. 151. Baumeister and Bursian had also made this 
identification. 

Cf. ,Kv'O,g EVi'povt'ov EK X. (246 A 47) with Epnpo'vwg 5K'Oov EK XVT. (246 A 272). 
98 The only clear instance of such ambiguity is in I.G., XII, 9, 249 B 420 (see under KorXAatov. 

And in some cases it is clear that pains were taken to avoid it-e. g., e A'y. seems always to have 
been distinguished from AMy. by the addition of I$ which continues to be used even when the name 
is written out in full. 

C.A.H., III, Chapter xxvi, " The Growth of the Greek City State," p. 698. It may be noticed 
that the treatment here of Euboea gives a wrong impression; there were in fact only four cities 
in Euboea, unless one counts small places of doubtful independence which never, for instance, 
issued coins. 



PLATE XXII 

The Acropolis of Eretria from the Harbour 

.. ; . S..o . . 

A:, 

The Harbour of Eretria from the acropolis Dystos 

w~~~~~~~~~~6 -_ . 

Dystos 

Three successive doorways on the acropolis of Dystos 
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